
CITY OF PASADENA

Applicant Name:  Medi Farm Pasadena

Reviewer:  Mark Lovelace

Date:  4/18/19

OVERALL SCORE
Maximum 

Points 

Points 

Awarded

Percent 

Score

1,575 1,418 90.03%

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS        750 688 91.73%

Subsidiary of Terra Tech Corp (TRTC), which was the first domestic cannabis company to be listed on US public 

equities markets.  Provided 6 CA licenses and 4 in NV.  Google search brings up a number of articles about lawsuits 

and falling stock prices for TerraTech, which may be a concern and may affect capitalization.  Detailed bios for 

ownership team members.

"Derek Peterson will be the Chief Executive Officer and Director and Mike Nahass will be Chief Financial Officer, 

Secretary, and Director. The Officers, in conjunction with the Vice Presidents of Terra Tech, will select, train, and 

develop the Pasadena leadership and management. Through regular meetings and team building exercises, the 

leadership will remain engaged in day to day operations."  No other day to day involvement was detailed.

GENERAL COMMENTS

0

Experience

Cannabis Industry Knowledge

Ownership Team

Discussion of best practices included links to various "Best Of" awards.  Provided a list of actions that would be 

violations.  Overall application demonstrated strong knowledge of cannabis industry, but level of detail for SOPs and 

best practices varies greatly among some topics.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN  525 463 88.19%

Provided highly detailed discussion of track and trace procedures and protocols.

State Testing Requirements

Provided highly detailed discussion of policies and procedures to ensure compliance with State testing requirements.

Employee Training

Highly detailed discussion of employee training topics and subject matter.  Lacked detail on training methods or 

materials.  

Funding/Proof of Capitalization

TRTC will provide  in initial capital for this project.  Discussion referenced S-3 registration statement for 

,  LOC and  securities purchase agreement (SPA), but only provided 

documentation was bank statement showing proof of liquid assets of , and the signature page for a  

 SPA with Dominion Capital (buyer).  

Records Software

Will use  software.  Provided highly detailed discussion of record keeping software, protocols and 

procedures.

Track-and-Trace

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)

Provided detailed SOPs throughout the application rather than in one dedicated section.  Will use SOPs developed for 

their other retail locations, but called out specific modifications to address specific requirements for Pasadena.  SOPs 

varied in their level of detail, from vague general policies to highly specific procedures.

Financial Plan

5 year pro forma shows revenues of  in Y1 increasing to  in Y5.  Net loss of  in Y1 

converting to income of  in Y5.  Accompanying narrative lacked detail.  Included brief discussion of 

accounting procedures.
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SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT 150 132 88.00%

Inspiration from "Rose Parade, Huntington Library, and Botanical Gardens".  Goal is to provide "a tranquil, serene, 

thoughtful oasis."  Will utilize "frosted windows layered with a perforated metal screen all painted by local muralists 

with a unifying tranquil watercolor motif".  Provided an architectural rendering of the proposed exterior.  Minimal 

mention of lighting, signage, parking and landscaping.

Discussion of this section focused on interior design and did not provide any significant detail about how the 

proposed business would integrate into the "existing urban fabric and architectural landscape", other than to say "(a) 

pedestrian walking along these businesses would not be able to distinguish our use from a traditional existing use in 

the area".  Seeks a shopping experience "between an Anthropology and a Sur la Table".  

Brief discussion referenced  

and other methods, though minimal detail was provided.  Included a sample  layout but it appears 

to be designed for a free-standing facility, not in an urban block.  Impression is that the image is from another facility, 

or taken from the internet.

Detailed discussion of air quality/odor control including specific equipment, performance measures, complaint 

response protocols, maintenance logs and complaint forms.

Exterior Design Concept

Provided a lot of detail about customer education topics and text, but little to nothing on the actual education format 

or materials.  Unclear how education will be offered.

Marketing

Provided a reasonably detailed discussion of marketing including social media, events, partnerships, customer 

rewards and other initiatives.  Provided a few screenshots of online marketing materials, but they were essentially 

just pictures without text, making their purpose unclear.

Community Benefits

Will have 15-19 employees, minimum  plus benefits.  Listed two non-profits they intend to work with (  to 

one, will sponsor a program for another).  General discussion of business partnerships provided no specifics.  No 

specific discussion of topic 1 (helping those most harmed by cannabis criminalization).

Air Quality/Odor Control

Design Concept Integration

Integration of Security Measures

Customer Education
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN 150 135 90.00%

Product access protocols included basic policies and 5 levels of access by job title.

Reasonably detailed description of product deliveries, but lacked level of specific procedures found in other sections 

of the application.

Will have  during open hours, other hours.  Did not identify security company, but provided 

detailed discussion of roles, responsibilities and reporting.

Recited video surveillance system requirements, but did not provide any additional detail.  Attached schematic did 

not appear to be of the proposed facility.  

Will utilize  armored car service.  No additional detail was offered.

Security Guards

Video Camera Surveillance

Armored Vehicle

Product Access Protocols

Product Deliveries

Will work with  which is BSIS licensed.  Provided a brief statement of qualifications.  Included detailed 

protocols and procedures for delivery driver safety.

Will require  background checks.  Little further detail was provided.

Provided highly detailed discussion of employee safety education, including detailed specific topics, methods, 

policies, procedures and protocols.

Brief and non-specific discussion of theft reduction measures lacked the level of detail found elsewhere in the 

application.

Very detailed cash management protocols and procedures.

Security Experience

Background Checks

Employee Safety Education

Employee Theft Reduction Measures

Cash Management Plan
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Terra Tech Corp OTCQX:TRTC 

2040 Main Street, Suite 225 

Irvine, California 92614 

Phone: 855-447-6867 

Dear Cannabis Selection Committee Members, 

My name is Derek Peterson and I am the Chief Executive Officer of Terra Tech Corp. I founded and 
formed a new wholly-owned subsidiary named MediFarm Pasadena that will do business as “LIV”. I 
enthusiastically write to submit this application to operate a medicinal and adult-use retail cannabis 
dispensary in The City of Pasadena, and if granted this opportunity, I will apply for the same type of 
license for this location on the State level. Our company was founded with a goal of growing, processing, 
and providing the safest and purest cannabis products in the nation to the people who need it most. I have 
worked and volunteered in many capacities, and none have given me the pleasure I get when I talk to a 
medical cannabis patient whose life was drastically improved by my product. I want to fulfill Pasadena’s 
patient and adult use retail population needs because I know my company can provide them with a 
superior, high-quality, and safe product line, delivered in a friendly and beautiful environment for years to 
come. 

When I started Terra Tech, the impetus was my strong desire to help people. For far too long I worked in 
the finance industry, never truly feeling a connection to the work. Cannabis was a private passion, and it 
led me and many others to sever and reformat our ties to financial institutions. Consequently, in 2010 I 
endeavored to cease my relationship with the financial industry and focus my efforts on aiding people 
through the sale of cannabis-based medicine. I personally found cannabis to be a life-changing substance 
when I used it to combat my own chronic pain. Aided by my extensive experience with institutional 
lending, the cumulative knowledge of myself and my colleagues facilitated Terra Tech to become the first 
publicly traded cannabis company in the United States.   

I founded Terra Tech as a vertically integrated agricultural company with a focus on the production and 
sale of cannabis. Since our inception, we have grown to own or manage eight retail cannabis locations, as 
well as multiple distribution, manufacturing, and cultivation sites throughout Nevada and California.  

Through one of our subsidiaries, Edible Garden Corp., we grow live herbs and produce destined to 
supermarkets across the country. Terra Tech has found the most effective, pesticide-free methods of 
hydroponic agriculture. Terra Tech has taken the experiences gained through Edible Garden and its work 
with the USDA Organic, Non-GMO Project Verified, Global Food Safety Initiative Certified and Kosher, 
and applied it to the production of our cannabis, ensuring safe, compliant products. Our cannabis retail 
division is Clean Green Certified in both California and Nevada. 

As the first company touching cannabis to be publicly traded, Terra Tech has the longest history of SEC 
reports in the industry. This allows us to raise money more easily than almost any other cannabis 
company and will ensure our continued success. Assuredly, our access to public capital is not our only 
method to ensure lasting success. I have been fortunate enough to retain some of the most experienced 
individuals in cannabis to aid Terra Tech and have put together our team piece by piece in order to foster 
deep and diverse thought.  

My team means the world to me, and through Terra Tech’s successes we have been afforded the ability to 
give back to the communities that allow us to provide their citizens with our fantastic products. Terra 
Tech is a business which integrates itself into the fabric of the communities where we operate. Providing 
partnerships and sponsorships for local nonprofits is a privilege and is essential to be a good, helpful 
neighbor. That is why we continually agree to prioritize local charitable giving as much as possible. That 
way, we can still provide a social good while simultaneously making money. Overall, this allows us to 
contribute to the community more and continue to provide our beneficial products long into the future. 
Some of our favorite entities we have sponsored have been the East Oakland Boxing Association, an 
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afterschool program that does incredible work to positively impact inner-city youths in Oakland, the San 
Francisco AIDS Walk, and the St. Vincent DePaul Center. 

On a more global level, I am proud, honored, and excited to be a founding member and contributor to 
“Mission Green.”  Mission Green is an organization dedicated to reform of the criminal justice system, 
provide social equity, and to support the Weldon Project. The Weldon Project was founded by a man 
unjustly sentenced and criminalized for the sale of cannabis based on an outdated, immoral, and unfair 
drug policy that preyed on and criminalized young people of color caught in the “drug war.”  Mission 
Green is supported by leaders of industry, entertainment, and finance. People such as Charles Koch and 
Senator Mike Lee (R-UT), Bonnie Raitt, Alicia Keys, and Snoop Dogg. I will be on the Advisory Board 
of this amazing organization. Across each cannabis product category, Mission Green will secure brands 
that will create a special product promoting awareness for Mission Green along with proceeds from the 
product sales directly contributing to The Weldon Project. 

We also do our best to work exclusively with local contractors for each retail location we operate. In light 
of that effort, we have reached out to a number of Pasadena-based security companies, real estate 
agencies, general contractors and their sub-contractors. We plan on not only using local Pasadena third-
party contractors, but also plan on hiring solely local talent for the retail operation. That way, we can 
maximize our positive impact on the local economy.  

Beyond our commitment to community, equity, and industry, Terra Tech’s advantage over our 
competition lies with the knowledge we have gained over years of trial and error. We have used our 
collective experiences to formulate Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s) that distill the complexities of 
day to day operations in the highly regulated cannabis industry to a manageable set of instructions and 
guidelines. LIV will be taking Terra Tech’s SOPs, which have worked at our many other locations, with 
the guidelines and Code Sections Pasadena has provided us with, to create a system which will allow 
MediFarm Pasadena to seamlessly achieve compliance with all forms of government without inundating 
our employees with unnecessary actions.  

To help navigate the many layers of state, local, and federal compliance, while also maintaining an 
efficient working environment, we have employed several software solutions. Most notably, we use 

 for record retention,  to 
manage our business to business relationships, and  as a point-of-sale software to aid with 
inventory management and business to consumer transactions. 

We do not believe that simply providing software and guidelines for acting in a compliant manner is 
sufficient to make sure our operations are running smoothly.Terra Tech works hard to ensure that every 
one of its employees understands the landscape they are working in and requires employees adhere to the 
applicable laws and regulations.  

Therefore, we place a massive emphasis on employee education and training. All of our employees must 
complete our training regimen within 30 days of being hired. This training is then reinforced through 
yearly mandatory refresher courses as well as periodic updates. We train our employees on everything 
from general cannabis knowledge, allowing them to give our customers the best information possible, to 
state issued guidance on cannabis regulations, safety, and hazards.  

Our store will provide the greatest customer experience possible. Not only are our employees experts in 
our product offerings, we are at the pinnacle of design. Drawing on inspiration from Pasadena’s iconic 
Rose Parade, where a simple flower becomes an artful masterpiece, LIV will utilize its branding to create 
a façade that resembles an art gallery in its ornate magnificence.  LIV will utilize natural light, colors, and 
décor to create peaceful serenity evoking the sensation of leaving the outside world behind by entering 
our spa-like environment. Frosted windows layered with a perforated metal screen painted by local 
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muralists with a unifying tranquil watercolor motif serves as storefront and photo opportunity for 
passersby all in one. Designed by  who had previously designed the Vans and Quicksilver 
stores in Pasadena. LIV’s façade will integrate seamlessly into the city’s multiple trendy shopping and 
dining destinations. 

LIV is a place where wellness reigns in surroundings that are approachable and familiar. LIV’s shopping 
experience could easily be nestled between an Anthropology and a Sur la Table. The LIV interior retail 
concept is a nod to our motto: “LIV beautifully. LIV happily. LIV well.” An open plan store concept 
assists in normalizing the cannabis shopping experience. Our customer experience ethos seeks to serve as 
a portal from the frenetic energy of city life into a tranquil oasis filled with soothing sounds, pleasing 
odors, and a friendly caring staff. As a company, we have a proven track record of creating luxurious 
retail experiences with strong security measures discreetly incorporated into the retail landscape. For 
instance,  flasks used as sniff jars are outfitted with a beautiful leather strap and retractable 
cable system that tethers the vessel in a manner that looks like an intentional design element rather than a 
security measure.   

LIV has not yet chosen a specific site, but Terra Tech has committed an ample tenant improvement 
budget of per square foot to work in conjunction with the  design team. That 
allowance, coupled with both and Terra Tech’s deep connection with design and cannabis, will 
make LIV Pasadena the best retail store we have built. If the selected location has outdoor areas, LIV will 
work with a local landscape architect on a beautiful zero-scaping plan to keep with the company’s overall 
ideal of reducing water waste. All parking areas that are part of the property would be included in our 
budget in order to provide ample lighting, security, and landscaping to ensure the customer experience is 
welcoming and safe from start to finish. 

Finally, we consider the security of our customers and staff as the highest priority of all. To that end, you 
will find in our application a well thought out and crafted security plan that has been developed and honed 
over years of operating experience. More importantly, the security plan has been vetted and edited by 

, a Pasadena area security company who is well versed in the culture, 
design, and needs of the city of Pasadena and its patrons. While we always strive to meet and exceed 
State and local security requirements, we do so with a tasteful eye and balanced approach that will allow 
our security measures to seamlessly integrate with our curated store atmosphere. In this way we will not 
stand out in our community as an over fortified potential draw for criminal activity but instead be a 
nondescript high-end commercial establishment with discrete and well-placed security systems, access 
controls, and video surveillance that will place our staff and our customers in the safest environment that 
anyone can provide. You will also find thoughtful and well-crafted plans of response in the unlikely event 
that a random crime was to be attempted in our shops. I can proudly say that this has not yet happened in 
our 5 plus years of cannabis retail operating history. We have a stellar safety and security record and we 
would expect to continue this record in the beautiful City of Pasadena.  

I have dedicated my life to delivering relief and joy to patients and consumers of cannabis and have never 
looked back. I implore you to allow Terra Tech to operate a retail and delivery cannabis service in 
Pasadena. It will serve as our flagship store in Southern California and will allow us to reach thousands of 
people in need of our products. We can guarantee that the quality of our product, its safety, and our 
ongoing immersion into Pasadena’s culture will be great for the City. Our mixture of industry experience, 
diversity, and charitability will be a great addition to Pasadena’s booming yet historic community. 

Regards, 

Derek Peterson 
Chief Executive Officer 
MediFarm Pasadena
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  

Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  

Authorized Agent:  Title:  

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: Date of birth:  

Last First M.I. 

Mailing 
Address: 

Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

City State ZIP Code 

Phone: Email:  

x

CA

Terra Tech Corp. (949) 246-7147

100 Corporation derek@terratechcorp.com

Derek Peterson CEO

Derek Peterson CEO
Michael Nahass COO
Michael James CFO
Arturo Sanchez VP of Compliance
Mary Beth Chandler VP of Retail Operations
Mikel Alvarez VP of Business Operations

Sheba Statham Compliance Director
Branden Nelson VP of Human Resources

Amy Oppedisano Creative Marketing & Branding Manager
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   
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Section C-3:  Criminal Violation(s) 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation:  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Section C-4:  Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued.  

Signature: Date:  

Printed Name: Derek Peterson

01/31/2019
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  

Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  

Authorized Agent:  Title:  

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: Date of birth:  

Last First M.I. 

Mailing 
Address: 

Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

City State ZIP Code 

Phone: Email:  

x

2040 Main Street Suite 225

Irvine CA 92614

Peterson Derek A

949-246-7147 derek@terratechcorp.com
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

0

Terra Tech Corp.

x

x

x

x

x

x

California Department of Food & Agriculture

Specialty Indoor Cultivation

TML18-0003844 05/06/18

Bureau of Cannabis Control A11-17-0000018-TEMP 01/01/18

Adult Use and Medicinal Distributor

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

A10-18-00000335-TEMP 04/24/18

CEO
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Ownership %  Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No. Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Bureau of Cannabis Control

C10-18-0000059-TEMP

Medicinal Retailer

10/17/18

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

12/26/18
 C10-18-0000233-TEMP

A10-17-0000064-TEMP 01/01/18

0 CEO

Terra Tech Corp.

x

x

x

x

x

x

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

C10-18-0000234-TEMP 12/26/18

0

Terra Tech Corp.

CEO

x

x

x

x

x

x

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Section C-3:  Criminal Violation(s) 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation:  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Section C-4:  Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued.  

Signature: Date:  

Printed Name: 

x

1/31/2019

Derek Peterson

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  

Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  

Authorized Agent:  Title:  

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: Date of birth:  

Last First M.I. 

Mailing 
Address: 

Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

City State ZIP Code 

Phone: Email:  

x

2040 Main Street Suite 225

Irvine CA 92614

Nahass Michael A

mike@terratechcorp.com(949) 315-9024

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

0

Terra Tech Corp.

x

x

x

x

x

x

California Department of Food & Agriculture

Specialty Indoor Cultivation

TML18-0003844 05/06/18

Bureau of Cannabis Control A11-17-0000018-TEMP 01/01/18

Adult Use and Medicinal Distributor

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

A10-18-00000335-TEMP 04/24/18

COO

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Bureau of Cannabis Control

C10-18-0000059-TEMP

Medicinal Retailer

10/17/18

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

12/26/18C10-18-0000233-TEMP

A10-17-0000064-TEMP 01/01/18

Terra Tech Corp.

COO

x

x

x

x

x

x

0

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

C10-18-0000234-TEMP 12/26/18

Terra Tech Corp.

COO

x

x

x

x

x

x

0

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Section C-3:  Criminal Violation(s) 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation:  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Section C-4:  Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued.  

Signature: Date:  

Printed Name: 

x

Michael Nahass

1/31/2019

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  

Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  

Authorized Agent:  Title:  

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: Date of birth:  

Last First M.I. 

Mailing 
Address: 

Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

City State ZIP Code 

Phone: Email:  

x

2040 Main Street Suite 225

Irvine CA 92614

James Michael C

201-390-6175 mike.j@terratechcorp.com

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

0

Terra Tech Corp.

x

x

x

x

x

x

California Department of Food & Agriculture

Specialty Indoor Cultivation

TML18-0003844 05/06/18

Bureau of Cannabis Control A11-17-0000018-TEMP 01/01/18

Adult Use and Medicinal Distributor

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

A10-18-00000335-TEMP 04/24/18

CFO

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Bureau of Cannabis Control

C10-18-0000059-TEMP

Medicinal Retailer

10/17/18

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

12/26/18C10-18-0000233-TEMP

A10-17-0000064-TEMP 01/01/18

x

x

x

x

x

x

Terra Tech Corp.

CFO0
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Ownership %  Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

Bureau of Cannabis Control

Adult Use and Medicinal Retailer

C10-18-0000234-TEMP 12/26/18

0 CFO

Terra Tech Corp.

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Section C-3:  Criminal Violation(s) 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation:  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Section C-4:  Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued.  

Signature: Date:  

Printed Name: 

x

Michael James

01/31/2019
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Section D: 

Government-Issued 
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  

Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  

Authorized Agent:  Title:  

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: Date of birth:  

Last First M.I. 

Mailing 
Address: 

Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

City State ZIP Code 

Phone: Email:  

x

2040 Main Street Suite 225

Irvine CA 92614

Sanchez Arturo M

asanchez@terratechcorp.com(510) 325-2246

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

0

Terra Tech Corp.

x

x

x

x

x

x

VP of Compliance

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Section C-3:  Criminal Violation(s) 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation:  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Section C-4:  Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued.  

Signature: Date:  

Printed Name: 

x

Arturo Sanchez

01/31/19

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  

Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  

Authorized Agent:  Title:  

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: Date of birth:  

Last First M.I. 

Mailing 
Address: 

Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

City State ZIP Code 

Phone: Email:  

x

2040 Main Street Suite 225

Irvine CA 92614

Chandler Mary B

bchandler@terratechcorp.com(770)312-7943

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

0

Terra Tech Corp.

x

x

x

x

x

x

VP of Retail Operations

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Section C-3:  Criminal Violation(s) 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation:  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Section C-4:  Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued.  

Signature: Date:  

Printed Name: 

x

Beth Chandler

01/31/19
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  

Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  

Authorized Agent:  Title:  

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: Date of birth:  

Last First M.I. 

Mailing 
Address: 

Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

City State ZIP Code 

Phone: Email:  

x

2040 Main Street Suite 225

Irvine CA 92614

Alvarez Mikel J

702-985-7097 mikel@terratechcorp.com

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

0

Terra Tech Corp.

x

x

x

x

x

x

VP of Business Operations

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Section C-3:  Criminal Violation(s) 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation:  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Section C-4:  Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued.  

Signature: Date:  

Printed Name: 

x

Mikel Alvarez

01/31/19
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  

Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  

Authorized Agent:  Title:  

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: Date of birth:  

Last First M.I. 

Mailing 
Address: 

Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

City State ZIP Code 

Phone: Email:  

x

2040 Main Street Suite 225

Irvine CA 92614

Nelson Branden L

562-343-6821 bnelson@terratechcorp.com

MEDIFARM'S APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS RETAILER LICENSE, CITY OF PASADENA
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

0

Terra Tech Corp.

x

x

x

x

x

x

VP of Human Resources
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Section C-3:  Criminal Violation(s) 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation:  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Section C-4:  Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued.  

Signature: Date:  

Printed Name: 

x

Branden Nelson

01/31/19
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Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

'Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type: 0 Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

0 Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

[] Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

0 Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 

An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001{al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity: ____________________ _ Phone Number:. ___________ _

Ownership%: _____ Organizational Structure: ___________ _ Email:. ____________ _ 

Authorized Agent: _____________________ _ Title.: ____________ _ 

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 

Name: Title: _____________ _ 

Name: Title: 
---------------

Name: Ti tie: _____________ _ 

Name: Title: _____________ _ 

Name: Title: _____________ _ 

Name: Title: 
---------------

Name: Ti tie: _____________ _ 

Name: Title: 
---------------

Name: Ti tie: _____________ _ 

Name: Title .. · ______________ _ 

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 

Pursuant to 16 CCR§ 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: Statham Sheba R. Date of birth: 
Last First M.I.

Mailing 
Address: 8920 W Russell Rd. 2044 

Street Address Apartment/Unit# 

Las Vegas NV 89148 

Ci
t

y State ZIP Code 

Phone: 702-271-8024 Email: sstatham@letsblum.com 

Page 1 of 3 
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Ownership % 0% 
-------------

Social Security No. 
- ------

Title: Director

Current Employer: Terra Tech Corp. 

SECTION C: DEC LARA T/ONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If "yes·, complete section C-1.

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and 
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If 'yes", complete section C-2. (PMC §5. 78.100) 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If 'yes", complete section C-3. (l=f.SG BPC §26057)

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
"yes", complete section C-4. (PMC §5. 78.100)

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5. 78. 100) 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5. 78.100)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

YES NO 

[Kl 

YES NO 

□ []

YES NO 

□ []

YES NO 

□ ul

YES NO

□ []

YES NO

□ 0

Agency: _______________ License No. _______ _ Date Issued: ________ _ 
Description of 
business: 

Agency: _______________ License No. _______ _ Date Issued: ________ _ 
Description of 
business: 

Agency: _______________ License No. _______ _ Date Issued: _______ _  _ 
Description of 
business: 

Section C-2: Cannabis License s Sus ended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : _______ _ 

Details: 

License 
Authority : _______ _ 

Details: 

License 
Authority: _______ _ 

Details: 

License Suspension or 
Type ________________ Revocation Date: _______ _ 

License Suspension or 
Type ________________ Revocation Date: _______ _ 

License Suspension or 
Type ________________ Revocation Date: _______ _ 

---------------------------------------
---
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Section C-3: Criminal Violation s 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of 
Conviction: 
Date of 
incarceration: 

Details: 

Date of 
Conviction: 
Date of 
incarceration: 

Details: 

Date of 
Conviction: 
Date of 
incarceration: 

Details: 

Code Felony or 
Section: Misdemeanor? 
Date of 

Probation Date of Parole: 

Code Felony or 
Section: Misdemeanor? 
Date of 

Probation: Date of Parole: 

Code Felony or 
Section: Misdemeanor? 
Date of 

Probation Date of Parole: 

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis O erations in the Ci of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 
Dates of 
0 eration: 

Business 
Name: 
Dates of 
0 eration: 

Business 
Name: 
Dates of 
Operation: 

Business 
Address:. ____________________ _ 

Title: 

Business 
Address: ____________________ _ 

Title: 

Business 
Address: ____________________ _ 

Title: ____________________ _ 

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

Ql Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a lkeose;s,,,.d. .11� 
sooatme <)bib� Date l/3tnol9 

Printed Name: Sheba Statham 
--------------------------
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Government-Issued 

Identification 
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www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations 

Applicant/Owner Information Form* 
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application 

*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information 
pursuant to the California Public Records Act. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business. 
A separate form is required for each individual. 

Type:    Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E) 

   Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E) 

   Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E) 

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions 
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed. 

Name of Entity:  Phone Number:  

Ownership %:  Organizational Structure:   Email:  

Authorized Agent:  Title:  

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary): 

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

Name: Title:  

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer, 
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business 
owners must be listed, including the applicant. 

Full Name: Date of birth:  

Last First M.I. 

Mailing 
Address: 

Street Address Apartment/Unit # 

City State ZIP Code 

Phone: Email:  

x

2040 Main Street Suite 225

Irvine CA 92614

Oppedisano Amy L

949-275-6498 aoppedisano@terratechcorp.com
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Ownership % Title:  

Social Security No. Current Employer:  

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS 

1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES NO 

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2.  (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
YES NO 

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017?  If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES NO 

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Agency: License No.  Date Issued:  

Description of 
business: 

Section C-2:  Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:  

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

License 
Authority : 

License 
Type  

Suspension or 
Revocation Date:  

Details:   

0

Terra Tech Corp.

x

x

x

x

x

x

Creative Marketing and Branding Manager
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Section C-3:  Criminal Violation(s) 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation:  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Date of 
Conviction: 

Code 
Section:  

Felony or 
Misdemeanor?  

Date of 
incarceration: 

Date of 
Probation  Date of Parole:  

Details:  

Section C-4:  Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena 

Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

Business 
Name: 

Business 
Address:  

Dates of 
Operation: Title:  

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification 

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT 

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and 
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of 
a license issued.  

Signature: Date:  

Printed Name: 

x

Amy Oppedisano

01/31/19
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TRTC - LIV Pasadena Business Plan 
Section 1: Qualifications of Owners/Operations 

Experience - Demonstrate the business OWNER'S experience in owning, managing and operating the 
type of cannabis business for which the license is being sought. For the purposes of this section, OWNER 
means the State definition of owner in the State Business and Professions Code 26001 AND all persons, 
companies, or entities that will be directing, controlling, and/or managing the day-to-day operations of 
the business. Evidence that prior experience was from legally permitted activities. 

MediFarm Pasadena is a subsidiary of Terra Tech Corp. (TRTC), and the subsidiary “MediFarm 
Pasadena” will do business as and be referred to as “LIV Pasadena” throughout the application. TRTC is 
a vertically integrated cannabis-focused agriculture company with operations based in California, Nevada, 
and New Jersey. TRTC’s most notable accomplishment was to become the first domestic cannabis 
company to win the opportunity to list on the US public equities markets. This action was clearly well 
thought out as TRTC grossed over  in revenue for the year ended December 31, 2018.  

TRTC entered the cannabis industry in 2012 when it acquired a company that focused on the integration 
of best hydroponic equipment with proprietary technology to create sustainable solutions for the 
cultivation of indoor agriculture. In 2014, TRTC commenced negotiations with and then officially merged 
with an existing Dispensary operating as Blüm in the City of Oakland in 2016.  This was the first time 
TRTC acquired its first vertically integrated cannabis facility in Oakland, California. That same year, 
TRTC secured its first permits to open retail dispensaries, cultivation, and manufacturing facilities in 
Nevada.  

While many cannabis companies have started to trade on both Canadian and US exchanges, TRTC has 
maintained its first mover status as a publicly traded cannabis company, where it has the longest track 
record of corporate compliance in its industry. As the first US-based publicly traded cannabis company, 
TRTC is the only company that can produce multi-year records of US Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) reports and compliance. TRTC’s accounting and reporting methodologies meet or 
exceed the stringent SEC requirements, and as such, we are second to none in producing a strong record 
of partnership, adherence, and responsiveness to our public sector partners and regulators.   

TRTC owns multiple subsidiaries which touch all facets of the cannabis industry. LIV Pasadena will be 
pioneering the future by integrating the best of the natural world with TRTC’s proprietary technology to 
create sustainable solutions for cannabis cultivation, extraction, manufacturing, and distribution, plant 
science research and development, and Closed Environment Agriculture (CEA). In recent years, TRTC 
has leveraged its experience to perfect the opening and operating of profitable medical and adult-use 
vertically integrated cannabis campuses. As a testament to the success of our business plans, TRTC has 
opened three fully compliant dispensaries, one manufacturing facility, and two cultivation facilities in the 
State of California and four fully compliant dispensaries, one manufacturing, and one cultivation facility 
in the strictly regulated State of Nevada. In preparation for future expansion, additional dispensary, 
cultivation and manufacturing facilities are being built in the City of Santa Ana, California. 

As a demonstration of our success operating within a highly regulated industry, we have the privilege of 
currently running the following state and locally permitted cannabis businesses in the State of California: 

• Retail Location for Adult and Medicinal Use:
55 OC Collective dba Blüm Santa Ana (acquired September 2017) 

2911 Tech Center Drive, Santa Ana, CA 92705 

State of California: A10-17-0000064-TEMP; M10-17-0000138-TEMP 

  City of Santa Ana: 2017-08 

*TRTC acquired Blüm Santa Ana in 2017. Blüm Santa Ana is a fully compliant and operational retail
shop, and since its reopening over 1 year ago under the new entity Blüm, it received the distinction of
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being awarded by OC Weekly as ‘Best of OC Alt-Med 2017 & 2018.’ 
 
• Retail Location for Adult and Medicinal Use: 

Black Oak Gallery, Inc. dba Blüm Oakland (acquired April 2016) 

578 Grand Ave, Oakland, CA 94612 

State of California: A10-18-0000335-TEMP; M10-18-0000386-TEMP 

City of Oakland: M17-005 (joint medicinal and adult-use permit) 
 
• Distribution Location for Adult and Medicinal Use: 

Black Oak Gallery, Inc. dba Blüm Distribution, Inc. (established in November 2017) 

578 Grand Ave, Oakland, CA 94612 

State of California: A11-17-0000018-TEMP; M11-17-0000026-TEMP 

City of Oakland: M17-005 (joint medicinal and adult-use permit) 
 
• Cultivation Location for Adult and Medicinal Use: 

Black Oak Gallery, Inc. dba IVXX Gardens, Inc. (established in November 2017) 

578 Grand Ave, Oakland, CA 94612 

State of California: TML18-0003844; TAL18-0003842 (Temporary – Specialty Indoor)  

City of Oakland: M17-005 (joint medicinal and adult-use permit) 
 

• Retail Location for Medicinal Use: 
Blüm San Leandro (established January 2019) 

1915 Fairway Dr., San Leandro, CA 94577  

State of California: C10-18-0000059-TEMP 

City of San Leandro: PLN17-0023 (medicinal permit) 
 
Additionally, Terra Tech Corp. owns the following licensed business in the State of Nevada: 
 
• Retail Locations for Adult and Medicinal Use: 

MediFarm LLC dba Blüm Decatur (established in August 2016) 
3650 S. Decatur Blvd, Suite 6 & 7, Las Vegas, Nevada 89103 

   State of Nevada Medical Marijuana Dispensary Registration Certificate: 80873192013539163035 
State of Nevada Retail Marijuana License: 48573289589249273073 
County of Clark Marijuana Master Lic. Retail/Store Marijuana Dispensary:  2000123.MMR-301 
 
MediFarm LLC dba Blüm Desert Inn (established in October 2016) 
1130 E. Desert Inn Rd, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
State of Nevada Medical Marijuana Dispensary Registration Certificate: 95302683028057246767 

State of Nevada Retail Marijuana License: 90401540947579963618 
County of Clark Medical Marijuana Dispensary Business License: 2000122.MME-302 

County of Clark Marijuana Master License Retail Store: 2000122.MMR-301 
 

MediFarm I LLC dba Blüm Reno (established in December 2016) 
1085 S. Virginia St, Ste A, Reno, Nevada 89502 
State of Nevada Medical Marijuana Dispensary Registration Certificate: 27187373761322173842 

State of Nevada Retail Marijuana License: 01696915226901375362 

City of Reno General Annual Business License: R135761A 

City of Reno Recreational Marijuana Dispensary Privileged Quarterly Business License: 
R145316Q 
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City of Reno Medical Marijuana Dispensary Privileged Quarterly Business License: 
R10193Q  

 
Appendix #1 - Licenses shows the physical copies of licenses TRTC holds. 
 
For the past several years, we have created cutting edge brands in both the cannabis and agricultural 
industries. TRTC is committed to providing the highest quality cannabis consistently delivered to 
compliant, qualified, registered cannabis establishments and patients/patrons in the safest and most secure 
manner.  
 
As one of the leaders in the cannabis industry, TRTC wishes to apply its wealth of experience and 
expertise to benefit the patients and adult consumers of the City of Pasadena by providing only the safest, 
highest quality products. Harnessing the power of our years of involvement in the legal, multi-state 
cannabis industry, we cultivate and produce cannabis in state-of-the-art, environmentally sustainable, 
quality-controlled indoor facilities. This affords us the ability to bring our patrons pristine goods of our 
own and enables us to leverage our knowledge of industry standards to gauge the quality of cannabis 
products from other cultivators and manufacturers when we purchase from other suppliers.  
 
All six of our Blüm locations are Clean Green Certified, meaning we exclusively buy and sell products 
that are Clean Green Certified. As the number one national certifier, a certification by Clean Green 
guarantees cannabis cultivators use sustainable, natural, and organically based practices. Clean Green 
Certification is the best industry standard for ensuring responsibly grown cannabis. Legally, cannabis 
cannot be called “organic,” regardless of whether environmentally sustainable cultivation practices are 
employed. Since the term “organic” is federally-regulated and the USDA does not recognize cannabis as a 
legitimate agricultural crop, no cannabis cultivator can have the official USDA “organic” label. The Clean 
Green Certified program was created in 2004 as a way to regulate legal cannabis products that called 
themselves “organic.” Consumers can rest assured when they buy a Clean Green Certified cannabis 
product that it has met all requirements of the rigorous program. 
 
TRTC, through Edible Garden Corp., another wholly-owned subsidiary of TRTC based in Belvidere, 
New Jersey, has grown fresh herbs and produce with an innovative Dutch hydroponic system for the 
eastern seaboard since 2013. The impressive nature of these operations stems from the agricultural 
operation’s adherence to highly scrutinized and regulated guidelines. USDA organic certification 
requirements and FDA-inspected and approved operations have yielded quality produce that is sold in 
well-known grocers such as Aldi, Kroger’s, Target, and Walmart among others. No other retailer, 
cultivator, or manufacturer can claim their operations have been certified organic as growers of any 
agricultural product. Edible Garden Corp. has obtained the following certifications: 
 

• USDA Certified Organic 
• GFSI Certification 
• The Non-GMO Project 
• Kosher Certification 
• Produce Traceability Initiative 

 
Our experience in hydroponic agriculture allows TRTC to oversee all steps in the seed-to-sale process of 
cannabis product creation and ensure the highest standards of quality, safety, effectiveness, and value. We 
stand alone in the cannabis industry as the only operator with intimate knowledge of the trials and 
tribulations of operating USDA certified organic facilities. We have brought this unique expertise to 
cannabis and applied it to products ranging from fresh, hydroponically grown produce to our seed-to-sale 
cannabis businesses. Our approach applies a keen eye for safe and certified agricultural products to our 
seed-to-sale operations, and our discerning buying practices ensure the products we carry are the safest 
and most effective goods available to our customers. 
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With several years of experience owning, managing, and operating retail cannabis businesses, TRTC can 
point to a longer history than the majority of most operators in the country as we have been operating a 
dispensary in the City of Oakland since April 1, 2016. We have industry-leading knowledge in: 
 

• Commercial cannabis cultivation, extraction, manufacturing, and distribution; 
• Business planning and operations, finance, business development, and marketing; 
• Successfully applying for and operating permitted cannabis businesses; and 
• Operating retail storefront and soon retail delivery services 
 

Our passion for Pasadena has led our management team to develop a new operating brand which will 
represent a departure from our existing facilities. It will be one that we believe will embody all the design, 
aesthetic, and operating practices that the City desires to see in a dispensary given the privilege to operate 
in the City. For Pasadena, we are excited to present our new concept, the LIV dispensary model.  

LIV’s brand will stand for inclusion and discovery. The LIV team plans to create a boutique with an 
atmosphere that will foster conversation about the products being sold. For far too many years, women 
and members of older generations have been scared to communicate their needs in a cannabis store. LIV 
will bring this ignorance inducing epoch to an end by focusing on those, traditionally underserved, 
factions of cannabis consumers in an environment that feels safe, comfortable, and familiar. Most stores 
are focused on a consumer user base focused on recreational benefits. LIV will represent a paradigm shift 
by focusing and carrying more products geared towards holistic uses and experiences. 
 
Dispensaries in Southern California can feel extremely intimidating, and even uncomfortable for women 
to be entering alone. Many shops are located in offbeat areas and specifically cater to an all-male 
demographic.  The product branding is very masculine and female employees are often scantily clad in 
order to increase their commissions. Clarity of offering is nowhere to be found and customer experience 
is the last thing on these retailer’s minds. Women deserve a safe, inclusive and respectful place in this 
industry, whether as a consumer or an employee. Cannabis is a miraculous and beneficial plant, and the 
customer experience should mimic that of organic food shopping, not of a shady back alley transaction. 
 
LIV is a place where wellness reigns in surroundings that are approachable and familiar.  LIV’s shopping 
experience will be nestled between an Anthropology and a Sur la Table. LIV will blend right in like it has 
been in Pasadena all along, waiting to welcome in women and serve their needs in a multitude of 
wellness-based areas. Female representation is respectful and purposeful. Marketing initiatives aim to 
educate and demystify the cannabis experience. This is not to say that LIV will only be a domain for 
women, as men will also be treated with the same level of hospitality and respect. 

 
LIV beautifully.  LIV happily.  LIV well. 

 
Over the years TRTC’s Marketing and Branding Manager, Amy Oppedisano, has connected with like-
minded women and entrepreneurs who all lamented the “one size fits all” dispensary model. After 
spending several months discussing with her female colleagues at TRTC, she developed and pitched the 
idea of a different business model and product line geared towards cannabis goods, accessories, and 
lifestyle essentials that many of her female friends and colleagues have come to rely on. These bold 
concepts, necessitated a bold reimagining and revision of the line of stores that TRTC is operating and the 
board thought this concept was a perfect fit for the City of Pasadena.  
 
TRTC’s experience in the cannabis industry, as a vertically integrated cannabis-focused agriculture 
company with operations based in California and Nevada, will serve them well as they build this new and 
exciting model. LIV will focus on carefully selected flower, topicals, edibles, lifestyle products and 
tinctures which adhere to the same organic and healthy growing principles utilized by the highest quality 
providers of cannabis. Led by TRTC’s head of retail, Mary Beth Chandler, LIV will utilize her existing 
relationships and business savvy to build her network of product connections and business relationships 
to hit the ground running in Pasadena. 
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Management Team & Relevant Experience 
 
Board of Directors & Officers 
 
Our Management and Executive Team bring decades of corporate, both public and private, leadership and 
management which they have utilized to build, manage, and operate permitted dispensaries, cultivation, 
and manufacturing entities in California and Nevada. They take a hands-on approach to overseeing the 
development, buildout, and management of each facilities. The Operations and Management leadership 
roles lie in assuring the compliance team inspects, audits, and reviews performance for adherence to state 
and local regulations. Their primary commitment is to direct professional and compliant operations. 
While many other companies are focused on growing quickly, the rapid pace of development does not 
guarantee successful, compliant, and robust operations. Through a highly selective and discretionary 
process, TRTC focuses on select markets and prefers to pursue dispensaries in cities with national and 
international recognition. Terra Tech was drawn to Pasadena because of its reputation as a well-organized 
city whose residents enjoy an excellent quality of life. Pasadena’s grandeur is reflected by its world class 
facilities and events such as the Rose Bowl and the Rose Parade. Being given the privilege to open a retail 
facility in Pasadena would be a true honor.  
 
Derek Peterson 
CEO, Terra Tech Corp. 
 
Derek Peterson is the CEO of Terra Tech Corp. and a hardworking, versatile entrepreneur with a proven 
track record of success. He began his career in finance with Crowell, Weedon & Co, the largest 
independent broker-dealer on the West Coast. In his six years there, Derek became a partner and branch 
supervisor where he was responsible for sales of over . Derek was offered an opportunity to 
build a southern Orange County presence for Wachovia Securities, where he became a 1st Vice President 
and Branch Manager in Mission Viejo. After leaving Wachovia, Derek accepted an opportunity as a 
Senior Vice President at Morgan Stanley Smith Barney, where he and his team oversaw combined assets 
of close to .  Derek is a CFP® Professional and held the Series 7, General Securities Sales 
Supervisor Series 9 and 10, National Commodity Futures Series 3, Series 65 and California Insurance 
License.  
 
Derek has a long history of supporting diversity and marijuana criminal justice reform. Derek’s 
commitment has led him to support several different efforts. The most recent initiative, and the one he is 
most proud of, is that he sits on the board for Mission Green to aid minorities who are directly affected by 
the war on drugs. Having been ostracized himself for the use of medical cannabis, he can understand the 
marginalization and oppression that has historically been common place for cannabis users. Although he 
cannot fathom the exacerbation of societal reactions and impacts of judgment felt by being a woman 
and/or a person of color in the cannabis space, he can empathize. Derek’s empathy has only emboldened 
his commitment to reform the industry. Mission Green, as discussed in his cover letter, is the embodiment 
of all the change that can happen and the heights to where society should strive.  
 
Derek is also a board observer for Hydrofarm, the nation's oldest and largest independent wholesaler and 
manufacturer of hydroponics equipment and grow lights producing over  in revenue. He is a 
member of National Cannabis Industry Association, New Jersey Cannabis Industry Association, Irvine 
Chamber of Commerce, Nevada Dispensary Association, and the San Leandro Chamber of Commerce. In 
2018, Terra Tech's charitable contributions included the Walk to End Lupus, National Ovarian Cancer 
Coalition, Tustin Cobras, Washoe Inspire Academy, and Orange County Department of Fire.   
 
As CEO of Terra Tech, Derek has worked with governmental agencies and State tax authorities in 
California, Nevada and New Jersey. Derek has an ongoing basis to adhere to regulations, assure prompt 
and accurate tax payments and help build community rapport and connection. Derek also has experience 
working with people at the SEC through his tenure as an investment professional as well as his role as 
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CEO of a publicly traded company (TRTC). As Terra Tech and its subsidiaries grew and Edible Garden 
Corp was created, Derek used his business acumen to form strategic alliances and partnerships across the 
US.  
 
As a medical marijuana patient, Derek is receptive and aware of the needs of the patient community. 
Terra Tech’s decision to operate dispensaries and apply for medical and adult cannabis establishment 
licenses in California and Nevada originated from his compassion for patients with ailments or chronic 
pain who are unable to find relief using traditional medicine. As the industry has become more widely 
accepted and operations come into the light of a regulatory framework, Derek wants to make sure we stay 
connected to the medical aspect while welcoming the adult use customer base.  
 
Derek holds a degree in Business Management from Pepperdine University. He is married and has two 
young boys. Derek and his wife believe strongly in giving back to their community. They helped fund a 
van for the East Oakland Boxing Association’s day care for children and set up a legal aid fund for 
families who have encountered issues surrounding obtaining medical marijuana for their sick children.  
 
Derek is the CEO and Chairman of the Board of Directors and oversees strategic management of 
operations as well as review of expansion opportunities within the United States. Derek regularly appears 
on television as a commentator on the cannabis industry and is widely quoted in the media. 
 
Mike Nahass 
President, COO & Director, Terra Tech Corp. 
 
Mike has been working with Derek Peterson since their time together at Morgan Stanley and is TRTC’s 
Chief Operating Officer. He has been instrumental in the start-up operations of Terra Tech and continues 
to manage the daily activities of Terra Tech. Since August 2011, Mike has also served as Managing 
Director of Arque Capital, Ltd. During his tenure as COO, Mike has laid the foundation of leadership and 
management which has allowed the company to grow methodically and successfully. His leadership has 
led to the development of a proprietary Sarbanes–Oxley Act (SOX) compliant procedures including 
inventory and back of the house software solution that is METRC Compliant across California and 
Nevada. Such decisions and leadership are what assure TRTC will be able to expand while adhering to 
the reporting and internal controls required of a publicly-traded company. Unlike Canadian markets 
where most US cannabis companies are trading, Terra Tech is subject to stricter accounting and auditing 
requirements.  
 
Mike’s prior experience includes serving as Chief Portfolio Manager of the NMS Platinum Funds, LLC. 
Further, from September 2009 until August 2011, Mike was a Partner, and served as Managing 
Director/COO of NMS Capital Asset Management. Mike spent 15 years at Morgan Stanley in various 
management positions in numerous different markets, including his last position as Senior Vice President 
and Complex Manager, where he directly managed over 200 financial advisors with over  in 
assets under management supervising 8 offices in Orange County, CA the highest revenue market in the 
country for the firm. Mike managed the Nevada operations for Morgan Stanley for approximately 8 years, 
making it the #1 performing region in the country 5 of the 8 years he oversaw it. With over 25 years of 
financial services experience, Mike has been responsible for private client services, business 
development, investment banking, portfolio management, regulatory compliance, and strategic 
development. 
 
Mike earned a B.S. in Business Administration from Fairleigh Dickenson University. Mike held the 
following licenses NASD Series 3 (National Commodity Futures), Series 7 (General Securities 
Representative), Series 8 (Supervisory), Series 31 (Managed Futures), Series 65 (Investment Advisor 
Representative), and Series 79 (Investment Banking) licenses, CA and NV insurance licenses. 
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Michael James 
Chief Financial Officer, Terra Tech Corp. 
 
Mike has been with Terra Tech since June 2010. During his tenure, he has served as the Chief Financial 
Officer where he has utilized his extensive financial fundraising experience to help gain access to capital 
for the growth and operations of the Company. In this role, Mike has been a groundbreaker for cannabis 
financing. While many companies will tout access to capital, few can speak to having such a long-tenured 
Chief Financial Officer. Mike has helped manage the publicly traded cannabis entity for over half a 
decade. Beginning in February 2012, Terra Tech has filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(“SEC”) its audited annual reports in addition to the required quarterly reviewed financial statements 
which are prepared using US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”). Mike has been 
responsible for the preparation, filing and approval of three S-1 Registration Statements with the SEC.  
Terra Tech was the first public cannabis company to receive approval from the SEC for its  S-
3 Shelf Registration Statement in August 2016. TRTC received approval from the SEC for its  

 S-3 Shelf Registration in October 2018. Terra Tech has faced a federal ban on bank access and 
excessive taxes while growing the business. Mike helped navigate all of these challenges by managing to 
raise enough capital and forecast revenues well enough to provide benefits such as health insurance, a 
401k, and a living wage to our employees. Mike’s accounting, auditing and financial experience are 
second to none, and his unique history combined with the CEO and COO leadership make Terra Tech the 
most experienced and tenured public cannabis company in the nation. 
 
In addition to his role at Terra Tech, Mike was the CEO of Inergetics, Inc (NRTI) from June 2012 until 
January 2016. Previously, Mike served as CEO of Nestor, Inc. where he successfully completed a 
financial restructuring of the company prior to its sale in September 2009 from the receiver's estate in 
Superior Court of Rhode Island.  Mike served on Nestor's Board of Directors from 2006 to 2009 and was 
the Managing Partner of Kuekenhof Capital Management, LLC, a private investment management 
company, for over ten years.  Mike has worked with governmental agencies and tax authorities in New 
Jersey, New York, California, and Nevada on an ongoing basis. 
 
Mike is also on the Board of Directors of Guided Therapeutics, Inc. where he serves as Chairman of the 
Audit Committee and a member of the Compensation Committee. During his career, Mike has served as a 
Partner at Moore Capital Management, Inc. one of the largest hedge fund managers of its time, as well as 
Chief Financial and Administrative Officer at Buffalo Partners, L.P. Treasurer and CFO of National 
Discount Brokers. Mike is a retired Certified Public Accountant. 
 
Amy Oppedisano 
Creative Marketing and Branding Manager, Terra Tech Corp. 
 
Amy Oppedisano is a mother, pioneer, innovator, entrepreneur and who is taking a bold step in the 
cannabis world by founding a new cannabis company focused on her unique vision led by a diverse cast 
of female leaders. Amy is the Creative Marketing and Branding Manager of Blüm and TRTC, and was an 
original founder of Terra Tech Corp., the first publicly traded cannabis company in the US. Before being 
on the ground floor of the cannabis revolution, Amy began her career in residential interior design and 
construction management, having worked for several small firms before branching off on her own. As a 
real estate entrepreneur, Amy has successfully flipped over  in residential real estate, having made a 
name for herself in Southern California for reinvigorating homes that were otherwise unsellable. Her 
work has been published by several major blogs and been featured in Architectural Digest Germany.   
Amy’s focus, drive, and passion in the professional world for the last several years has been in cannabis, 
everything from brand development to retail identity and corporate ethos. 
 
Amy has driven Blüm and its parent company TRTC to consider revising its market strategy and 
orientation. Amy’s vision for Pasadena convinced the TRTC board to open a visionary new design and 
store for Pasadena. Amy is natural health and wellness advocate, her passion for the Cannabis Industry 
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began after  in 2006. Amy saw the benefit of 
medical cannabis firsthand as  was able to use it as a safe alternative to opioid painkillers.   
As  to someone who couldn't even walk or tie  own shoes at the time, Amy now found 
herself seeking medical Cannabis to treat  pain alone.   
 
Amy's creative vision for branding, design and visual merchandising combined with her passion for the 
industry have been an asset to her in creating the LIV concept. At the outset of her career in cannabis, the 
demographic she saw in existing cannabis retail stores would not have been large enough to support this 
unique concept, but the current analytics tell us that women are the fastest-growing consumer group in 
Cannabis. Mainstream media has carried this message further with features in Allure, PopSugar, US 
Weekly, and more all showing the female consumer what Cannabis has to offer them. Consumer 
demographics and tastes in a city like Pasadena combined with the availability of a plethora of luxurious 
cannabis products marketed towards women signal that the time is finally here for LIV to thrive. Amy 
currently uses everything from CBD-infused mascara and face serums, to hand-pressed Meyer Lemon 
THC-infused olive oils in her cooking. She knows other women like her would love these products as 
well, especially when sold in an environment designed to appeal to their preferences. 
 
Amy's marketing career in the cannabis industry indicates her personal passion for operating an ethical 
business that gives back, and LIV will follow suit. In 2018, Amy utilized her position in the marketing 
department at Blüm to focus on promotions that encouraged social responsibility while giving back to the 
community. Amy has organized activations that collected supplies for victims of the wildfires in 
California, donated a portion of sales to commemorate the Las Vegas shooting victims, and passed out 
hundreds of pounds of food during the holidays for local families in need. Under her leadership Blüm has 
also been an active participant in local Pride events, art shows, street fairs, and the Women's March. 
  
As  Amy is focused on the needs of the patient community, 
specifically when it comes to education surrounding cannabis. Amy believes whole heartedly in the 
regulated cannabis industry that has gone to great lengths to protect the consumer, much in the way 
organic certification has done for our food supply. Amy is very proud to be a part of an ethical industry 
that sells a transparent product the consumer can trust and wants to ensure her career path focuses on 
sharing that message while providing them a product that enhances their lives in a positive manner. This 
can be seen in her marketing directives with Blüm that focus on education, responsible cannabis use, and 
respectful visual representations of the cannabis consumer.    
  
Amy holds a Bachelor of Science in Design degree from the University of Nebraska at Lincoln. She also 
completed coursework abroad at the American Intercontinental University of London. She is married and 
has two children. Amy and her husband are very philanthropic and have supported the American Cancer 
Society, helped fund a van for the East Oakland Boxing Association’s daycare for children, set up a legal 
aid fund for families with children who have encountered issues surrounding obtaining medical cannabis 
for their sick kids, and are heavily involved with Mission Green which seeks to aid minorities who are 
directly affected by the war on drugs. 
 
Mary Beth Chandler 
Vice President of Retail Operations, Terra Tech Corp.  
 
Leading our retail operations and helping to create a customer-oriented atmosphere, Mary Beth (“Beth”) 
has more than twenty-five years in the retail environment from specialty to cannabis. Beth has worked for 
iconic brands such as The Gap, The Limited, Duty Free Shops and MedMen, both domestically and 
internationally. During her tenure with MedMen, Beth took their retail operations from two stores 
averaging in revenues to twelve stores with an estimated annual revenue of over .   
 
Beth joined Terra Tech in September 2018. In her short tenure, she solidified a steadfast working 
relationship with Amy while identifying several gaps in store operations that will help save millions of 
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operational dollars annually. Notably, she produced a 16% reduction in payroll and advertised price point 
changes to reflect the retail price before taxes, which is an industry norm. In addition, she structured, 
facilitated and rolled out a robust training platform focused on first class customer service, business 
training for all managers and created an assortment forecast for all stores to ensure balanced inventory 
offering. These implementations under Beth’s careful eye boosted Blüm’s clarity of offering and 
empowered the current leadership. These all factored into the increase in online reviews from an average 
of 3.4 stars to 4.5. Beth is a co-chairman for Women in Cannabis, hosting quarterly gatherings in 
Southern California to celebrate the strides female executives have made in the short time of legalization 
while offering women trying to break into the business mentorship, support and guidance.  
 
Originally from Alabama, Beth has lived in California on and off since 2001. She lives an active lifestyle 
that includes stand up paddle boarding, snowboarding, yoga and travel. Beth never thought she would see 
the day cannabis would be legal. Being there on the first day was a dream come true. Her passion for the 
industry and drive to inspire female leaders combined with her love for retail makes LIV a perfect fit for 
her. 
 
Sheba Statham  
Compliance Director, Terra Tech Corp. 
 
Sheba Statham is a statewide Director of Compliance in Nevada and is experienced in METRC use, 
reporting, and compliance. As such, she will be an integral point person in California when the state 
activates the METRC system. Her experience in Nevada will be utilized at all of our facilities to assure 
our operating systems and reports generate the required METRC information. In December 2017, Sheba 
became an essential part of Terra Tech’s management team as Director of Nevada Compliance.   
 
Prior to joining Terra Tech Corp., Sheba worked for State of Nevada Marijuana Division from 2015 to 
2017. Sheba began as a State of Nevada Auditor for the Medical Marijuana Program under the 
Department of Public Health. In 2017, the State of Nevada, implemented adult use of cannabis and the 
program transitioned to Marijuana Enforcement Division under the Department of Taxation. Sheba’s 
prior work experience includes accounting, auditing, finance, information technology and consulting.  
Sheba has over twenty years of experience working in multiple industries for Fortune 500 organizations 
and has been responsible for financial management, change management, systems implementation, audit 
engagement management, consulting services, and regulatory compliance. 
 
Sheba, an East Coast native (originally from Connecticut) relocated to Nevada to participate in the newly 
regulated cannabis industry.  Although it was a life-changing decision for Sheba being that she is of 
African-American, Native-American and Caribbean decent, her family, friends and support system were 
perplexed and proud of the decision to take on this new endeavor.  The impetus for the decision was her 
greater than three decade experience witnessing the advantages and disadvantages of cannabis use and 
sales in urban communities. As a consequence, Sheba has been committed to ensuring social equity, 
availability of highest quality products, and compliance with local and state industry regulations. For 
someone like Sheba there was no better way to create systemic change than by being a part of the system 
and seeking to understand and change the system to be a positive contributor in the lives of people like 
her.  After a period of working directly in the system she then realized that she had as much to contribute 
to the development and awakening of the nascent industry. At which point she moved to the private 
cannabis industry to help it move the needle for women like her.   
 
Sheba holds a B.S. in Business Administration from Boston University, an M.S. in Accounting from 
University of Hartford and an M.S. in Information Technology Management from Rensselaar Polytechnic 
Institute. 
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Mikel Alvarez 
Vice President of Business Operations, Terra Tech Corp. 
 
Hailing from Lynnwood, Washington, Mikel has resided in Las Vegas since 2012 with his husband, 
Garrett Alvarez.  In 2016, Mikel joined the TRTC team and has been the point person tasked with 
building our backbone infrastructure at our retail facilities. This included security, inventory management, 
logistics, Point of Sale system installation, and property management. Mike helped build, staff and open 3 
retail operations in Nevada, and has been chiefly responsible for selecting our  

 and working hand in hand with TRTC’s compliance division has been a key point person 
in remaining  compliant, which will be extremely beneficial to California operations as the state 
begins to roll out its own  system. 
 
Mikel wasn’t always a cannabis believer. He witnessed firsthand the healing powers of cannabis during 

. Looking towards the future, Mikel is a strong advocate for full 
legalization in the cannabis industry. “It’s going to make a world of a difference in business.” 
 
Mikel earned a dual B.S. in Casino Management and Economics at the University of Nevada. Mikel also 
has advanced professional experience in real estate management and internet technology. 
 
Arturo M. Sanchez, Esq. 
Vice President of Compliance of Terra Tech Corp. 
 
Arturo is an expert in regulatory compliance, legislation development, diversity and equity. Arturo joined 
TRTC after a 15-year public service career, most recently as the Assistant City Manager for the City of 
Sacramento. During his 15-year career as a public servant, he drafted the first Dispensary ordinance in the 
nation in 2004, drafted and led the nation’s first competitive dispensary process in 2010, revised the 
Oakland Dispensary Ordinance, and developed the first large scale cultivation ordinance. Subsequently, 
the ordinance was tabled and endangered by legal threat from the Federal government who threatened to 
file actions against elected and non-elected officials if it was implemented. The City of Oakland and 
Arturo went on to complete their competitive selection process which was then used for several years by 
other jurisdictions as the starting point for their own competitive bids.   
 
Arturo’s career has included tenures with three of the ten largest California cities, during which he 
developed an extensive breadth and depth of experience. Arturo’s bailiwick includes developing, 
implementing, and overseeing marijuana legislation. His experience and background in regulation 
development, land use, and intimate knowledge of local municipal profession will bring keen insights to 
the prospective Pasadena Terra Tech outlet (“MediFarm Pasadena”). More importantly, Arturo is a 
product of Southern California. Having grown up in Bell, CA, he spent many a new year attending the 
Rose Parade celebrations with his family and enjoyed the vibrant restaurant and night life along Colorado 
Blvd. 
 
Prior to his positions in Oakland, Arturo was a staff Attorney with La Raza Centro Legal, San Francisco, 
and Centro Legal de La Raza in Oakland where he focused on representing youth at disciplinary and 
Individual Educational Program hearings. Arturo was born, raised, and spent the majority of his formative 
years in Bell, CA. He attended Bell Gardens High School, received his Bachelor of Arts Degree from 
University of California, Berkeley, and his Juris Doctor from New College of California, School of Law. 
He resides in Sacramento with his wife, Hatzune, and daughter Alixel. His wife’s great grandmother 
Hattie Mae Eggleston was a long-time resident of Pasadena on E. Maple Street, so the family has always 
felt connected to the City. 
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Branden L. Nelson 
Vice President of Human Resources of Terra Tech Corp. 
 
Branden L. Nelson holds his MBA in Human Resources Management, as well as an undergraduate degree 
in Integrated Marketing Communications from San Diego State University. His professional experience 
spans over more than 13 years; having held a variety of HR roles as a Talent Acquisition Partner, HR 
Generalist, HR/Legal Specialist and Senior HR Manager overseeing domestic and international HR 
operations in Europe, Latin America and Mexico. When asked why and/or how he chose to work in HR, 
Branden responds by saying, “HR actually chose me. The intricate and exciting dealings of people have 
always been a keen interest to me since my days as Student Body President in high school. As an African 
American male from the inner city, I have always strived to create environments that bring out the best in 
others, because of the great opportunities that I’ve been afforded. From that experience onward, I knew 
that my career and life’s purpose would evolve around the business of people.” 
 
Branden now serves as the Vice President of Human Resources for Terra Tech Corp., a vertically 
integrated cannabis company; where he was brought on to partner with the business to build a robust and 
dynamic HR infrastructure that will both support and contribute to the overall success and rapid 
expansion efforts of the business. In his tenure with Terra Tech, Branden has implemented management 
development curriculum for retail management, established compensation pay structures for all positions 
within the company, secured and rolled out a sophisticated Human Resources Information System (HRIS) 
and has introduced internal successions plans to promote growth from within and hence increase 
employee engagement and morale. In addition to blazing a trail in the HR world for Terra Tech, Branden 
is also passionate about serving in ministry at his church, Antioch Church of Long Beach. At Antioch 
Branden serves as HR Advisor for the Senior Pastor and Administration, the Lead for the 
Production/Media ministry and is a Small Group Leader for the Life’s GPS program in which Branden 
has personally developed a program and curriculum aimed at providing men aged 21-35 with tools to 
navigate life’s various paths. Branden enjoys working in HR because it allows him to harmoniously 
connect the heart of the business to the pulse of its' human capital. 
 
Management Team 
 
Many key positions in the dispensary will remain open as our intent is to fill them with Pasadena talent 
pools. LIV Pasadena will conduct outreach and recruitment efforts as described in Section 
2B:Community Benefits, Hiring Plan to find qualified candidates for positions such as General 
Manager (GM), Assistant GM, and others. One of the first priorities will be to fill a key management 
positions: Diversity Coordinator, Holistic Coordinator and Education Coordinator. 
 
Diversity Coordinator  
 
LIV values and appreciates the need to reflect the communities we serve and to respect the long history of 
criminalization’s effect on disenfranchised communities. We believe strongly in playing a part in 
changing that at the local level. LIV will recruit and identify a local resident whose expertise and 
knowledge of Pasadena will guarantee that our Dispensary considers the impact on the community and 
will make certain our hiring policies allow for a diverse and representative staff. Additionally, they will 
help assure that we treat staff, customers, and guests with dignity and respect in all our work and 
community engagements. This is so important to our company that we will have a dedicated full-time 
staff person, at a managerial level, to connect with, engage in dialogue, and advocate for the communities 
we serve and hope to serve. We aim to provide the Pasadena community with direct and hands-on ways to 
reach the management and executive teams. 
 
The Diversity Coordinator will coordinate and manage outreach and engagement programs and activities 
that actively engage Pasadena in dialogues related to services and medicines offered, addressing 
community complaints, and actively outreaching to inform potential clients about programs and resources 
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offered, and expand the diversity of the Dispensary’s diverse clients. The Coordinator will be actively 
engaged in community involvement, outreach, and education about the organization’s services while 
working in conjunction with the site’s General Manager, medical advisory board, and Community 
Engagement Coordinator.  
 
Holistic Coordinator 
 
LIV’s commitment to a spa-like environment will require that we invest in and recruit an individual with 
spa experience. This individual will specifically focus on assisting us as we curate and develop an 
environment focused on the overall health and wellness of our customers. We will seek input from this 
individual on everything from scent to music to flow of the environment to appeal to the local consumer 
as we thoughtfully curate the LIV experience. LIV will recruit and identify a local Pasadena resident 
whose expertise and knowledge of the community will guarantee that our dispensary considers the impact 
of our operations and our curated environment locally. This is so important to our company that we are 
dedicating full-time staff position, at a managerial level, to connect with, engage in, and maintain our 
curated environment for the people we plan to serve.  
 
The Holistic Coordinator will coordinate and manage our environments and activities. The Coordinator 
will be actively engaged with our customers on a daily basis to create an evolving and nurturing 
environment sought after by our customers.  
 
Education Coordinator 
 
The Education Coordinator will coordinate and manage “pop up” activities, by recruiting and carefully 
selecting brands into our learning workshop sessions designed to break the mystery and fear that could 
intimidate a potential consumer. Since LIV’s focus will be on a different subset of the community these 
individuals are not the stereotypical idea of a cannabis consumer. These education workshops serve to 
educate our customer on how to safely dose and use cannabis to their benefit. These learning sessions will 
also help expand the world of cannabis to the residents and members of the Pasadena community. 
Outreach, engagement programs, and activities that are designed around education actively engage the 
community in dialogues related to our offerings, while addressing their concerns, and actively informing 
potential clients about programs and resources offered. The Coordinator will be work in conjunction with 
the site’s General Manager, Medical Advisory Board and Diversity Coordinator to ensure all programs 
are cohesive within the overall LIV ethos. 
 
The Education Coordinator will also serve as LIV Pasadena’s community relations representative, the 
Coordinator shall provide their name, telephone number, and email address to direct any notice of 
problems associated with the business. In addition, the above information will be clearly and directly 
provided to all businesses and residences located within one hundred (100) feet of the commercial 
cannabis business. Alongside the owner and managers, the Coordinator shall attend meetings with the 
City Manager or his/her designee and other interested parties as deemed appropriate by the City Manager 
or his/her designee, to discuss costs, benefits, and other community issues arising as a result of 
implementation of this Pasadena Licensee’s commercial cannabis businesses. After the first year of 
operation, the owner, manager, and Coordinator shall meet with the City Manager or his/her designee 
when and as requested by the City Manager or his/her designee. 
 
The Coordinator shall actively participate in a city led public outreach and educational program for youth 
organizations and educational institutions that outlines the risks of youth use of and addiction to cannabis, 
and that identifies resources available to youth related to drugs and drug addiction. 
 
Appendix #2 -Organizational Structure reflects the corporate structure of TRTC as seen above. 
 
In addition to the wealth of experience the team listed above brings, LIV Pasadena will have access to the 
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network and wisdom in the cannabis space TRTC has to offer. With the cumulative knowledge of our 
board members, owners, officers, and managers, TRTC prides itself on steering the legalized and 
regulated cannabis industry through our membership in the following organizations: 
 
California Cannabis Industry Association (CCIA) 
 
CCIA’s Mission: 
 
To promote the growth of a responsible and legitimate cannabis industry and work for a favorable social, 
economic, and legal environment for our industry in the state of California. 
 
The California Cannabis Industry Association was founded on the principle of strength in numbers. The 
thousands of California businesses involved in our state-legal cannabis Industry represent a significant 
economic force. As the industry's only state trade association, CCIA works every day to ensure our 
burgeoning business sector is represented in a professional and coordinated way at the state level. 
 
National Cannabis Industry Association (NCIA) 
 
NCIA’s Mission: 
 
To promote the growth of a responsible and legitimate cannabis industry and work for a favorable social, 
economic, and legal environment for that industry in the United States. 
 
The National Cannabis Industry Association was founded on the principle that there is power in numbers. 
The thousands of American businesses involved in the state-legal cannabis. industries represent a 
tremendous economic force in this country. As the industry’s national trade association, NCIA works 
every day to ensure our growing business sector is represented in a professional and coordinated way on 
the national stage. 
 
Opening a legally compliant, high-end dispensary in Pasadena is the next step in the company’s plans for 
expansion and will benefit the City of Pasadena, as well as the surrounding community members. 
Alongside our proven track record with Edible Garden Corp. and our long history as a leader in the 
cannabis industry, we have made strategic connections to ensure we are on the precipice of every new 
technical, regulatory, and cultural change shaping our businesses which benefits consumers and the 
communities we serve. 

Cannabis Industry Knowledge - Overall knowledge of the cannabis industry (as demonstrated 
throughout the screening application), including identification of how industry best practices and state 
regulations have been incorporated in existing/prior legal business outside the City of Pasadena. 
 
As mentioned above, TRTC has been involved in the cannabis industry and has been publicly traded since 
2012. With several years of experience in the cannabis industry, we have been at the cutting edge of every 
new technical, regulatory, and cultural change shaping our businesses. 
 
Overseeing all aspects of the cannabis product, from seed to over-the-counter sale, TRTC will ensure that 
LIV Pasadena’s management team can track all cannabis products and inventory available to meet our 
customer and patient needs. Our manufacturing facilities utilize base cannabis materials to create 
concentrated products ultimately destined for our retail establishments. These ingredients are tracked and 
monitored as they are manufactured in our state-of-the-art, licensed manufacturing facilities. Finally, 
these products are packaged and given barcodes ensuring they are tracked through the track-and-trace and 
point-of-sale systems at the dispensary.  
 
Our dispensary model is simple: we provide quality and consistency with every customer and patient 
experience. Terra Tech Corp. creates a higher standard for customers and patients who utilize our 
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dispensaries as we have a uniform look, feel, experience, and strong sense of security at every location we 
own and operate. Regardless of the wide variety of cannabis items we carry, our customers and patients 
know they are obtaining the best product available on the market today.  
 
The benefits of having an integrated and uniform system are too numerous to count. From cultivating 
cannabis with our superior agricultural practices to our high-end retail atmosphere, our practices have 
given us the ability to offer some of the healthiest and widely-acclaimed products and services in the 
industry. We strive to create sustainable and renewable solutions for cannabis cultivation, agricultural 
research, and product development.  
 
Specifically, we operate several subsidiaries in medical cannabis, retail dispensary operations, and urban 
agriculture. Some of these brands are what have helped us branch out into the retail operations world 
while strictly complying with laws and regulations. Our brands include:  
 
● IVXX™: The nation's benchmark brand of cannabis concentrates, committed to building a recognizable 
and superior product that is synonymous with unsurpassed quality and consistency throughout the legal 
U.S. markets. 
 
● Blüm™: A retail medical and recreational cannabis store-front retailer focused on providing the highest 
quality medical cannabis to patients who are looking for alternative treatments for their chronic medical 
conditions. Blüm™’s focus is to provide the highest level of personal care and satisfaction coupled with a 
broad selection of medical and recreational cannabis products including flowers, concentrates and edibles. 
Our friendly and professional staff can assist patients with selecting the perfect product and strain to treat 
their specific condition. Our experience with aligning patients and products can help accelerate a patient’s 
treatment, helping them avoid lengthy trial and error experimentation. 
 
● Edible Garden®: Hydroponic produce cultivation for sustainable, renewable, global food sources 
Edible Garden® utilizes time tested, Dutch hydroponic farming methods to provide fresh, locally-grown 
herbs and leafy greens to supermarkets and restaurants.  
 
Our goal is to maximize benefit to our customers and patients, our community, and the cannabis industry. 
Stated previously, as a publicly traded corporation, we hold ourselves to conducting business as a 
transparent, ethical, and caring company which exceeds the standard of care expected by our 
shareholders. Hence, we strictly adhere to the state and local regulations of the jurisdictions in which we 
operate. With our seed-to-sale business structure and total operational oversight, we can ensure the 
product will fall into the hands of a legal customer or patient versus the black market. This will also 
ensure our longevity in the industry, allowing us to be here for the long haul with the customers and 
patients who depend on us. 
 
Best Practices 
 
Terra Tech built its company’s procedures by leveraging its members’ vast experiences in the cannabis 
and broader agricultural spaces. Through their collective experiences, we have developed an operational 
procedure that has withstood the test of time. 
 
Terra Tech’s best practices, approach, reliability, and commitment to the customer’s experience can best 
be exemplified by the recognition we have received from periodicals, peers, and customers alike. Below 
are a few representative examples of the types of recognitions we have received: 
  

• Entrepreneur Magazine – Top 100 Cannabis Leaders in 2018  

• Best of OC Weekly 2018 (Blüm Santa Ana)– Nominee in the following categories:  Best 
Budtenders, Best Dispensary, Best Prerolls, Best Patient Appreciation Day, Best Shatter, Best 
Glassworks, Best Medicated Pantry Item 
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• Best of OC Weekly 2017 (Blüm Santa Ana)– Winner: Best Budtenders 

• High Times Top Ten Dispensaries in the East Bay (Blüm Oakland) – Naming LIV “The closest 
thing to a Starbucks in the dispensary world” 

• Best of East Bay (Blüm Oakland) – Most Convenient Dispensary 

• Reno Gazette Journal (LIV Reno) – Best Dispensaries in Reno, Bronze Place  

• The Travel Joint (Blüm Reno & Blüm Las Vegas) – Dispensary of the Month 

• Graphis Awards 2016 (IVXX) 

• Ten Best Dispensaries in Las Vegas (Blüm Las Vegas) – Leaf Buyer 

• Best Vegas Dispensaries (Blüm Las Vegas) – USA Online Casino 
 
As TRTC continues to expand operations, the TRTC management team continues to utilize industry 
experience, best practices, and standard operating procedures, all of which incorporate government 
regulations, that allow cannabis facilities to operate while mitigating risks and reducing potential fines, 
suspension, or revocation of licenses. TRTC utilizes data-driven technology to compile all pertinent 
information, organize it into easily digestible information, and employ it to systemize its processes and 
remain compliant across all areas of its business. Below is are lists evidencing the best industry practices 
which TRTC has integrated into its operating procedures: 

Cannabis Industry Best Practices - Retail Daily Operational Functions 

Activity Functional Area Frequency 

Receive packages and deliveries from non-cannabis vendors  
Administrative 

 
Daily 

Answer phones, take messages, direct “Patrons” and schedule 
media requests 

 
Administrative 

 
Daily 

Greet “Patrons”, check “Patron” cards and direct and serve 
“Patron” 

 
“Patron” Service & Support 

 
Daily 

Process new “Patron” registration forms “Patron” Service & Support Daily 

Conduct new “Patron” tours; review services, products, and 
procedures 

 
“Patron” Service & Support 

 
Daily 

Update strain menu; upload to the live menu Big Screen  
“Patron” Service & Support 

 
Daily 

Register new “Patrons”; review all policies, procedures, and 
“Patron” responsibilities 

 
“Patron” Service & Support 

 
Daily 

Direct first-time vendors to Assistant Buyer to review protocols  
Product/Safety/Compliance 

 
Daily 

Open the facility; disarm off alarms; turn on lights; conduct 
walk-thru 

 
Security -- Opening 

 
Daily 

Conduct security systems check Security -- Opening Daily 

Turn on POS systems Security -- Opening Daily 

Review and adjust daily operations schedule Administrative Daily 

Put day's cash boxes in drawers Administrative Daily 

Conduct closing inventory count Security -- Closing Daily 

Conduct security systems check Security -- Closing Daily 

Replenish inventory Product/Safety/Compliance Daily 

Create and update employee work schedules Administrative Daily 

Address daily staffing gaps Administrative Daily 
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State Regulatory Compliance  
 
TRTC’s commitment to regulatory compliance is best exemplified by our long record of financial 
reporting and disclosures which are required of a publicly traded company. Our commitment to regulatory 
oversight does not stop at accounting transparency, it extends into adherence with operational regulatory 
compliance required by the State’s and local jurisdictions in which we operate. We have a compliance 
division, led by Vice President of Compliance Arturo M. Sanchez, a former Assistant City Manager and 
long-tenured public servant who oversees our internal inspection and auditing functions which are 
designed to root out deviations from regulatory requirements or best practices. Working hand in hand 
with our internal control teams and the COO, the compliance team conducts regular inspections and 
audits of all our facilities and provides detailed reports to the management teams on violations, errors, or 
omissions observed.   
 
In addition, the compliance team has a curricula of training materials they have developed and use to train 
and retrain staff at all of the facilities. The team tracks potential regulatory changes, advocates for best 
practice language with the state, and upon adoption of a new regulation, helps to disseminate the 
information and appropriate training materials to ensure all of the business operations immediately 
comply with regulatory changes.  
 
The team also makes it a point to educate operations personnel to understand the types of activities or 
events that could lead a State or local municipality to impose fines, penalties, violations, denial, 
suspension and/or revocation of license or make a licensee ineligible to receive a license, activities 
such as: 
 

• Conviction of excluded felony offense 

• Operating without all required permits, certificates and licenses 

• Making an intentionally false statement to the Department 

• Intentionally destroying or concealing evidence 

• Intentionally failing to pay taxes to the Department 

• Allowing noisy, disorderly or unlawful activity that results in death or serious physical injury, 
that involves unlawful use of a deadly weapon against another person or that results in a sexual 
offense felony 

Clean and maintain building exterior Facility Daily 

Sweep streets and sidewalks around the building Facility Daily 

Provide new vendor orientation Product/Safety/Compliance Daily 

Schedule approved vendors Product/Safety/Compliance Daily 

Conduct product sampling and testing Product/Safety/Compliance Daily 

Conduct accounting activities; cash management and 
reconciliation 

 
Product/Safety/Compliance 

 
Daily 

Track inventory; enter new product into inventory management 
system 

 
Product/Safety/Compliance 

 
Daily 

Breakdown incoming product into “Patron” units Product/Safety/Compliance Daily 

Label product; apply ID Product/Safety/Compliance Daily 

Monitor parking lot and perimeter Security Continually 

Monitor exterior perimeter Security Continually 

Monitor interior Security Continually 

Monitor cash handling Security Continually 

Monitor fire systems Security Continually 
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• Operating a marijuana establishment while license for marijuana establishment is suspended or 
revoked 

• Transporting marijuana outside the boundaries of the state in which a retail license is issued for, 
except where authorized by an agreement between the Governor of this State and a participating 
tribal government. 

 
CREATE A PRESENT THREAT TO PUBLIC HEALTH OR SAFETY 
 

• Making an unintentional false statement or representation of fact to the Department 

• Failing to promptly admit regulatory or law enforcement personnel into the premises of a 
marijuana establishment 

• Unintentionally destroying or concealing evidence 

• Failing to notify the Department of a change of ownership 

• Denying access by law enforcement or regulatory personnel to the premises of the marijuana 
establishment during regular business hours 

• Allowing noisy, disorderly or unlawful activity that involves use of a dangerous weapon against 
another person with intent to cause death or serious physical injury 

• Allowing a person who is less than 21 years of age to work or volunteer at the marijuana 
establishment 

• Refusing to allow an inspection or obstructing a law enforcement from performing his or her 
official duties 

• Failing to cease operations and notify the Department during an imminent health hazard:                                                                                                                                    
Events presumed as imminent health hazards include:                                                                                                                   

o Interruption of electrical service;                                                                                                            
o Lack of portable water or hot water;                                                                                                                                             
o Grossly unsanitary occurrences or conditions including pest infestation, sewage or liquid 

waste not being disposed of in an approved manner;                                                                                                                                                                                      
o Lack of adequate refrigeration;                                                                                                                                                                    
o Lack of adequate toilet and handwashing facilities for employees;                                                                                                                                
o Misuse of poisonous or toxic materials;                                                                                                                                               
o A suspected outbreak if foodborne illness;                                                                                                                                    
o A fire or flood;                                                                                                                                                                                           
o Any other condition or circumstance which endangers public health. 

• Purchasing marijuana from an unapproved source 

• Purchasing or selling marijuana that has not passed the analysis required by a marijuana testing 
facility without written approval from the Department  

• Operating an unapproved extraction unit 

• Selling an amount of marijuana in excess of transaction limits 

• Failing to maintain required security alarm and surveillance system. 
 
FAILING TO VERIFY AGE, OR SELLING TO PERSON LESS THAN 21 YEARS OF AGE 
 
Selling or otherwise providing marijuana or marijuana paraphernalia to person who is less than 21 years 
of age. 
 
POTENTIAL THREAT TO PUBLIC HEALTH OR SAFETY 
 

• Allowing a person who is less than 21 years of age to enter or remain in a marijuana 
establishment or transport vehicle unless the person holds a registry id card or letter of approval 

• Permitting sales by a person without a marijuana establishment agent registration card unless that 
person is deemed to be temporarily registered 
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• Allowing consumption by any person of alcohol, marijuana or other intoxicants on the premises 
of the marijuana establishment or in areas adjacent to the premises of the marijuana establishment 
which are under the licensee's control, including a parking lot 

• Failing to keep any required records, including seed-to-sale tracking requirements 

• Failing to tag all products as required 

• Failing to follow an approved security plan 

• Allowing disorderly activity 

• Allowing any activity which violates the laws of this State 

• Failing to notify the Department within 24 hours after discovery of a serious incident or criminal 
activity on the premises of the marijuana establishment 

• Unintentionally failing to pay taxes to the Department 

• Selling unauthorized products 

• Failing to notify the Department of a modification or expansion of the facilities of the marijuana 
establishment or a change in the equipment or menu of the marijuana establishment 

• Violating packaging or labeling requirements 

• Storing or delivering an unapproved marijuana product 

• Failing to meet requirements for the disposal of marijuana waste 

• Using unauthorized pesticides, soil amendments, fertilizers, or other crop production aids 

• Exceeding the maximum serving requirements for marijuana products 

• Exceeding a reasonable time frame for delivery without approval from the Department 

• Transporting or storing marijuana from an unlicensed source or diversion of marijuana or 
marijuana products 

• Picking up, unloading or delivering marijuana at an unauthorized location 

• Failing to comply with requirements for handwashing and employee hygiene, including using a 
bare hand on a marijuana product 

• Failing to maintain proper temperature of potentially hazardous food or marijuana products 

• Failing to comply with requirements for water temperature 

• Failure to prevent backflow of plumbing 

• Selling or failing to dispose of marijuana, marijuana products or food items that are spoiled or 
contaminated. 

 
CREATES A CLIMATE CONDUCIVE TO ABUSES ASSOCIATED WITH SALE OR 
PRODUCTION OF MARIJUANA OR MARIJUANA PRODUCTS 
 

• Failing to display or have in immediate possession of each marijuana establishment agent a 
marijuana registration card or proof of temporary registration 

• Removing, altering or covering a notice of suspension of a license or any other required notice or 
sign 

• Violating advertising requirements 

• Displaying products in a manner visible to the public from a public right of way 

• Failing to respond an administrative notice of a violation or failing to pay fines 

• Violating restrictions on sampling 

• Failing to maintain a standardized scale as required 

• Transporting marijuana in an unauthorized vehicle 

• Improper storage of marijuana, marijuana products or other foods 

• Failing to properly wash, rinse and sanitize product contact surfaces as required 

• Failing to maintain hand washing facilities that are stocked, accessible and limited to hand 
washing only 

• Infestations by pests that are not multigenerational or on contact surfaces 

• Failing to properly use sanitizer as required 

• Violating any transportation or delivery requirements. 
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INCONSISTENT WITH ORDERLY REGULATION OF THE SALE OR PRODUCTION OF 
MARIJUANA OR MARIJUANA PRODUCTS 
 

• Failing to submit monthly tax or sales reports or payments 

• Failing to notify the Department of a temporary closure of the marijuana establishment 

• Failing to post any required signs 

• Failing to notify the Department of a change in the name of the marijuana establishment 

• Making a payment with a check returned for insufficient funds  

• Failing to comply with any other requirements not described in another category of violations. 
 
Ownership Team - Describe the involvement of the ownership team in day-to-day operation of 
the business. “Owner” is defined based on the State definition of owner; see State Business and 
Professions Code 26001. 
 
Terra Tech has a presence in three states (California, Nevada, and New Jersey), and currently owns 
cannabis operations in California and Nevada. All of Terra Tech’s cannabis dispensaries operate under 
the name Blüm. The company’s cannabis dispensaries offer a broad selection of medical and adult use 
cannabis products including flowers, concentrates, topicals, and edibles.  

Furthermore, Terra Tech’s ownership will be very involved in the day to day operations in Pasadena. 
Specifically, MediFarm Pasadena ownership’s involvement in the daily operations of the business will be 
as follows: 

• Terra Tech Corp. is a publicly traded corporation with over 115,000 shareholders.  

• Terra Tech Corp. has 100% ownership of MediFarm Pasadena 

• MediFarm Pasadena is a subsidiary of Terra Tech Corp. 

• MediFarm Pasadena - Owners, Officers and Managers:                
1) Terra Tech Corp.- 100% Owner  
2) Derek Peterson – Chief Executive Officer and Director  
3) Mike Nahass- Secretary, Chief Financial Officer and Director 

The ownership and management team as described in detail above will actively participate in the daily 
management of MediFarm Pasadena. In the Pasadena facility, Derek Peterson will be the Chief Executive 
Officer and Director and Mike Nahass will be Chief Financial Officer, Secretary, and Director. The 
Officers, in conjunction with the Vice Presidents of Terra Tech, will select, train, and develop the 
Pasadena leadership and management. Through regular meetings and team building exercises, the 
leadership will remain engaged in day to day operations. Mike Nahass will be overseeing the day-to-day 
operations of the buildout and hiring process for Medifarm Pasadena. He will be responsible for directing 
the construction and retaining talent for the store once opened. Efforts will be made to actively seek, train, 
and maintain a competent staff. Mike prides himself on heavily overseeing the start-up process and 
eventually trusting his employees to run the businesses without needing oversight, although he will be 
there as needed. 

As a result of being publicly traded, TRTC is subject to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (“SOX”), which requires 
adherence to internal control standards. To adhere to these internal control standards, TRTC has a team of 
accountants and operational team to ensure proper controls are maintained. The following are a list of 
such positions that are occupied at TRTC: 

• Bookkeepers 

• GL Accountants 

• Accounting Manager 

• Senior Accounting Manager 

• Corporate Controller 

• Director of Internal Controls 

• Chief Financial Officer 

• Director of Retail 

• Director of Compliance 

• Purchasing Department 
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• Store Managers • Assistant Store Managers 

We hold our internal controls to the highest level and conduct reviews by a PCAOB accredited auditing 
firm and annual audits. Our operations are fully audited providing complete transparency to the City, 
County, and State for taxation and all regulatory purposes. 
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Sub-Section 2B: Community Benefits - The business will further the City Council’s goal to support and 
promote the quality of life and local economy through a community engagement plan that demonstrates 
an understanding of the community, its values and unique aspects, and how the business will integrate 
into the community. The plan will address:  

1. How the business seeks to ensure that persons most harmed by cannabis criminalization and poverty 
through a share in the ownership, management, employment or other benefits resulting in high quality, 
well-paying jobs and/or other benefits.  

2. How the business includes work with local non-profits and other community groups such as youth 
development and educational programs. Pasadena non-profits (or those that serve Pasadena) are 
preferred.  

3. How the business includes partnerships with existing Pasadena businesses (e.g., procurement of goods 
and services from local businesses). 

1. Employment, Benefits, and Hiring Plan  

At LIV, we believe investing in our team and community will build a solid foundation for business 
success. As our company navigates the evolving cannabis industry, we are committed to providing a safe, 
growth-oriented work environment to all employees irrespective of race, sex, gender expression, sexual 
orientation, or age. Beyond meeting customer and patient needs with quality products, transparency, and 
education on cannabis consumption, LIV strives to ensure the health and well-being of our employees, 
their families, and the greater community.  

LIV has proposed the creation of approximately 15-19 new employment opportunities with varied skill 
sets and knowledge level requirements. Senior team members will be supported by a staff comprised of 
entry level hires who will be rigorously trained on the job. The majority of the positions created will 
require no prior background in the cannabis industry or professional setting for consideration.  

People previously convicted for cannabis-related charges, and historically underemployed individuals, 
such as single mothers and minorities, will be given priority for all positions. Local community job 
advertisements and recruitment efforts will be promoted within the Pasadena community. These jobs will 
be advertised through local job posting sites, local employment agencies, and job boards in locations 
specified to each party. The following are a small representation of job placement opportunities: 
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▪ LIV Career Fairs – LIV will host a career fair in Pasadena for prospective employees to staff new 
facilities 

▪ Indeed: job search – www.indeed.com  
▪ Foothill Workforce Development Board - www.fwibworks.org 

Compensation Package 

At TRTC, we prioritize the development of our team starting with the corporate structure. By investing in 
the local residents to help grow our brand and company, TRTC uses better business practices to create a 
better community. TRTC offers an array of services in professional development, career advancement, 
and work-life balance to ensure that employees experience a true investment in their personal growth. 
LIV employees will experience all benefits TRTC has to offer. 

Comprehensive employee rights allow TRTC to ensure the well-being and on-going success of all LIV 
employees by providing a safe, caring, and nurturing work environment.  

Employee satisfaction extends well beyond the receipt of salaries and benefits and focuses primarily on 
employee treatment and the development of personal rapport. TRTC offers full-time employees 
compensation packages that include but are not limited to: 

• Competitive salaries 
• Health, Vision and Dental Insurance 
• 401(k) 
• Paid leave 
• Paid holidays 
• Company paid meals 
• PTO Donation/Sharing Program 
• Quarterly retail bonuses 
• Equity or stock 

TRTC wants to ensure all employees are safe and comprehensively informed regarding their employment 
rights and their team members. Key items, including those mentioned above, are addressed to employees 
at the onset of hiring processes. To ensure adherence to company policy, employees will be required to 
familiarize themselves with the Employee Handbook and sign a waiver acknowledge adherence to all 
conditions, policies, and clauses prior to employment. 

In addition to the proposed Diversity, Holisitic, and Education Coordinator positions, LIV intends to 
hire/retain the following personnel and implement the following positions and responsibilities 
accordingly: 

• Dispensary General Manager: Guide and train store employees, develop their talent, and 
implement the business operations. 

• Asst. Dispensary General Manager: Assist the General Manager in implementing business 
operations. 

• Lead Budtender: Lead and manage team of Budtenders, guides medical patients and adult 
customers through the process of understanding, selecting, and purchasing cannabis products, 
such as flower, concentrates, edibles, and topicals 

• Budtender: Guides medical patients and adult customers through the process of understanding, 
selecting, and purchasing cannabis products, such as flower, concentrates, edibles, and topicals. 

• Lead Admin: Proactively coordinate the administration and review activities within the 
company. Act as a point of contact for staff. 

• Admin/Receptionist: Responsible for checking in customers and patients and managing 
customer and patient database. 

• Floor Supervisor: In charge of supervising the floor and making sure operations are running 
smoothly. 
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• Lead Inventory Clerk: Responsible for managing incoming and outgoing supplies and products 
within the business. May involve tasks such as stocking showroom floors or ordering the 
necessary raw materials for the business. Manage techniques to reduce costs and improve 
productivity. 

• Inventory Clerk: Check in inventory as received by vendors, verify product contents, Weight, 
and packaging, enter into system and file into inventory accordingly. 

• Lead Cash Clerk: Manage Cash Clerks. Responsible for maintaining guest service as per 
company standard and is responsible for the efficient expedition of all guest transactions as well 
as ensuring guest satisfaction at the reception desk and proper control of all retail transactions. 

• Cash Clerk: Responsible for checking out customers and patient by processing their transactions. 

• Delivery Driver: Responsible for filling delivery orders by safely and compliantly transporting 
products to patrons. 

The wage schedule presented below outlines wages by job titles and while the summary graph compares 
these wages with minimum wage payments. Using the new California hourly minimum wage of $12.00 
with a 40-hour work week and the City of Pasadena hourly minimum wage of $14.25 with a 40-hour 
work week, the projected minimum wage annual salaries are $24,960.00 and $29,640.00, respectively. 
Using these rates as a guide, LIV’s projected salaries well exceed the California and Pasadena minimum 
wages.  

Wage Schedule 

Job Title Positions to be Filled Projected Annual Salary 

Dispensary General Manager  1  

Asst. Dispensary Manager 1-2  

Lead Budtender 1  

Budtender 3  

Admin/Receptionist 2-3  

Floor Supervisor 1  

Lead Inventory Clerk 1  

Inventory Clerk 2-3  

Lead Cash Clerk 1  

Cash Clerk 2-3  

Deliver Driver 2  
 

Based on projections, LIV would be providing entry level employees with no prior work experience an 
annual base salary starting at over 25% above that of state minimum wage requirements and 
approximately more than 5% over the Pasadena city, not inclusive of additional benefits that may be 
offered to employees depending on position. The current median per capita income of a Pasadena 
household is $76,264.00, putting LIV’s average wage in line with the average household income for an 
individual contributor. 

2. Non-Profit Engagement 

TRTC views the ability to support local organizations as a mutually beneficial partnership within the 
communities surrounding TRTC’s operations. Historically, TRTC’s Oakland store has given over 

in charitable donations to non-profits surrounding its location. Giving back to the communities 
hosting our activities benefits the city as a whole and connects people, helpful resources, and businesses 
together. LIV will actively engage the Pasadena community in the same way other TRTC subsidiaries 
support the neighborhood. 

Having the opportunity to support the noble causes of Pasadena’s non-profits is a privilege. Enriching 
community groups which focus on youth development and educational programs is the best investment 
for the future. Often times the work these organizations do is demanding and not heralding. LIV seeks to 
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uplift these businesses by donating to their causes, volunteering at their events, and/or fundraising for 
necessary equipment. Below is a non-profit LIV engaged and received a letter of support from Light 
Bringer Project (found in Appendix #9 Nonprofit Letter of Support) in our endeavor of pursuing a 
retail location in Pasadena. 

Light Bringer Project 

P.O. Box 968 
Pasadena, 91102 
Phone: (626)590-1134 
Website: http://www.lightbringerproject.org/ 
Contact: Patricia Hurley 
Email: LBP@earthlink.net 

Light Bringer Project is a nonprofit, Pasadena-based arts organization founded in 1990. Our mission is to 
build community through the power of arts and education. We deliver these programs to underserved 
youth in the Pasadena and Los Angeles area. The organization also owns and produces two free annual 
arts events: Pasadena Chalk Festival and Pasadena Doo Dah Parade. Light Bringer Project has delivered a 
range of unique cultural arts programs and special events that utilize high-degrees of collaboration, 
volunteerism and community-wide support. For its arts and learning efforts, the organization has received 
the League of California Cities’ Helen Putnam Award of Excellence in Public-Private Partnership. As an 
arts community participant, the organization was given the Gold Crown Award from the Pasadena Arts 
Council and has received an award of Outstanding Service from the City of Pasadena Arts Commission 

If successful in receiving a permit to operate a cannabis dispensary in Pasadena, TRTC has promised 
Light Bringer Project an annual donation of to help fund their cause. In addition, TRTC and LIV 
employees will volunteer for their annual events likes the Pasadena Chalk Festival and Pasadena Doo Dah 
Parade mentioned above. Supporting their cause of combining arts and education will allow the 
underserved youth of Pasadena to thrive, give an expressive outlet, and receive a well-rounded 
upbringing.  

Pacific Crest Youth Arts Organization 
21231 Fountain Springs Rd. 
Diamond Bar, 91765 
Phone: (714)785-9904 
Website: www.pacific-crest.org 
Contact: Stuart Pompel 
Email: pompel@pacific-crest.org 
 
The mission of Pacific Crest Youth Arts Organization is to provide superior educational and competitive 
performing arts programs that change the lives of young people in the greater Southern California region 
and prepare them for leadership in a fast-moving world. This group has a class drum & bugle corps that 
tours the country every summer in world class competition while simultaneously inspiring the musical 
youth of the US. Hosting educational clinics, performance opportunities, and charity events, Pacific Crest 
strives to uplift the communities where they travel and perform.  

Every year, the Rose Bowl is a notable a venue Pacific Crest chooses to host a Drum Corps International 
show, the competitive circuit in which Pacific Crest partakes. Drawing thousands from all parts of the US, 
the Drum Corps at the Rose Bowl show is an opportunity to give music students in the Pasadena Unified 
School District a taste of excellence in performance arts. Pacific Crest offers free or discounted tickets to 
typically underserved middle and high school music students in the school district. Experiencing 
performances at the world class caliber is an event no student will ever forget and sparks inspiration for 
their musical aspirations and endeavors. If TRTC is successful in securing a cannabis permit for LIV 
Pasadena, we will sponsor the effort to ensure Pasadena music students have the opportunity to attend the 
Drum Corps at the Rose Bowl show hosted by Pacific Crest. 
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Beyond the groups identified above, if successful we will continue to contact nonprofits identified by the 
city https://www.pasadena-chamber.org/directory/organizations-non-profits to make meaningful 
connections and contributions. 

3. Local Business Partnerships 

In advance of our success as an applicant, LIV Pasadena has reached out to a variety of local business to 
begin to develop local ties and business relationships from which we can source materials equipment, 
products, and supplies.  In each of the jurisdictions in which we operate we pride ourselves in partnering 
with local businesses, nonprofits, and local community and business leaders to become a fabric of the 
community in which we operate.  For each business we have opened we have expended at minimum  

on infrastructure, construction, planning, office and security equipment and supplies.  Our goal is 
to form ties with local companies with an exclusive opportunity to partner with us on the potential 
buildout of our facility.  

Our outreach has already been successful in identifying a local area partner for security.  We are proud 
and happy to state that Private Security, a security firm that has extensive business ties to Pasadena has 
helped revise and edit our security plan and agreed to provide us with our security needs if we are 
successful in our application.  They have provided a letter of support and it is attached in Appendix #10 – 
Security Business Letter of Support. 

Over time as our organization grows there will be no limit to our commitment and support of local 
businesses and the great City of Pasadena.  Our local commitment can best be exemplified by the record 
of local state and tax payments which directly help each of the jurisdictions in which we operate. 

State and Local Tax Payments 

Maintaining and operating cannabis businesses is a difficult job. Among other actions, it is necessary to 
remit taxes to the correct state and local authorities. TRTC has managed this process for years, producing 
tax revenue for every municipality it operates in. However, tax revenue is only one of many benefits 
municipalities hosting TRTC subsidiaries receive. A breakdown of tax revenue generated by TRTC’s 
Oakland location to the State of California in sales tax for the first quarter of 2018 and Oakland Cannabis 
Business Tax for 2018 is provided in Appendix #11 – Proof of Taxes. Generating over  for the 
city of Oakland alone, LIV’s operations have given the City of Oakland its share of funds. Factored into 
the financial plan, LIV has accounted for the possibility of paying the highest possible tax rate for 
commercial cannabis retail facilities in the City of Pasadena, which will be remitted to the City quarterly. 
The maximum rate of 6% on gross receipts of retail sale and projected income for Pasadena can be found 
in Appendix #3 – Financial Plan, Statement of Operations. 
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Section 3: Neighborhood Compatibility & Enhancement  

Exterior Design Concept - Quality and detail of a contextual exterior design which reflects the best of 
the City's architectural traditions, the use of quality materials and the level of investment that can be 
expected for the architecture, landscaping, signage, lighting, entry experience, parking, etc. If an 
applicant anticipates locating in a specific neighborhood in the City, a description and examples of how 
the business would enhance the exterior of the building is encouraged. 

LIV’s exterior design concept draws its inspiration from the City of Pasadena’s iconic Rose Parade, 
Huntington Library, and Botanical Gardens. Pasadena is a destination, and the LIV façade speaks to that 
by blending form and function with a tranquil watercolor motif that turns our storefront into a work of art 
keeping with the tradition of beauty that Pasadena is well known for. Our goal will be that our customers 
entry experience will be as though walking through a portal from an intense urban environment filled with 
anxiety and frenetic energy to a tranquil, serene, thoughtful oasis with soothing sounds and pleasant 
odors, and welcomed by friendly caring staff. Our architecture, signage, and parking will largely be 
driven by the environment in which we lease space. Having spent time along Colorado Blvd and being 
aware that the “draft” map has some green zone areas available, our goal would be to find a suitable space 
along that or a similar commercial corridor. Then our architecture, landscaping signage and lighting will 
seamlessly integrate into the surrounding environment so that if we were, for instance, next to TESLA or 
Splendid, a pedestrian walking along these businesses would not be able to distinguish our use from a 
traditional existing use in the area.   
 
LIV plans to utilize frosted windows layered with a perforated metal screen all painted by local muralists 
with a unifying tranquil watercolor motif that serves as storefront and photo opportunity for passersby all 
in one. These two design elements block the visibility of product from the outside while allowing natural 
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light to pass through keeping the interior bright. LIV maintains an ideal that the cannabis shopping 
experience feels normalized and approachable, this beautiful exterior incorporates dimension and texture 
to capture a layered richness that speaks to the quality of the LIV experience, inside and out. A laser cut 
sign with the LIV logo hovers gently above a cantilevered awning that functionally makes way for the 
incorporation of lighting to envelop the exterior with warmth and naturally guide the LIV customer 
towards the door. LIV has not yet chosen a specific site, however through our licensing agreement LIV 
would receive a generous budget of /square foot to work with the Creative design team as 
well as local contractors, artists and fabricators to build out the exterior of our facility. This number was 
agreed upon based on Terra Tech’s vast experience in building out the beautiful facilities they are well 
known for across California and Nevada. Any areas available to landscape would incorporate succulents 
and cacti to achieve beauty with minimal water usage. All parking areas that are part of the LIV property 
would be included in our budget in order to provide ample lighting, security, and landscaping to ensure 
the LIV standard is met from arrival all the way through to departure. For samples of innovative 
designs developed for the LIV Exterior Design Concept, refer to Appendix #13 - Exterior Design. 
 
Design Concept Integration - Quality of fit within the city (integration into existing urban fabric and 
architectural landscape). If the applicant anticipates locating in a specific neighborhood in the city, a 
description of how the business would fit into that neighborhood is encouraged; however, this is not 
required. 

As with our façade, LIV’s interior is also reflective of our inspiration from the City of Pasadena’s iconic 
Rose Parade, Huntington Library, and Botanical Gardens. The façade signage and fonts would reflect 
back those in the surrounding area and blend seamlessly into them as another high-end commercial 
establishment. The tranquil watercolor motif of the exterior is repeated inside in various touch points 
throughout the store for a fully curated experience. Carefully selected product and custom displays 
emphasize LIV’s passion for clarity of offering. LIV seeks to capture a unique design that feels 
simultaneously trendy and timeless. Light woods, rich marble, and tranquil walls all speak to our ethos 
that the cannabis retail experience should feel friendly and unintimidating, much like the Pasadena’s 
atmosphere.  Layered elements such as wood slats, varying counter heights that artfully achieve ADA 
accessibility, and architectural lighting fixtures all add a richness and luxury that keeps with Pasadena’s 
upscale shopping and dining areas. LIV would bring Pasadena a new wave of color and vibrant energy 
but would maintain the motifs of the city.  
 
LIV has not yet chosen a specific site, however we would hope to be able to find a location along a 
similar corridor to the Colorado Blvd area with well-known commercial brands and walkability that will 
allow our  design team as well as local contractors, artists and fabricators to build out the 
interiors of our facility to meet those high standards. We are fortunate in that  has previously 
worked in Pasadena helping to design both a Vans and Quicksilver store in Pasadena. The proposed 
design  has created would integrate seamlessly as another high-end retail store like those on 
Colorado Blvd. A passerby would most likely believe they passed a fashion boutique and be surprised 
LIV was a cannabis retailer. For samples of chic designs developed for the LIV Exterior Design 
Concept, refer to Appendix #14 - Interior Design Concept. 
 
Integration of Security Measures - Quality and detail of applicant’s plan to integrate security 
enhancements into the physical design/concept, so as not to be overly noticeable by customers or the 
public. 
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Air Quality /Odor Control Quality of ventilation and air purification system, including demonstrated 
effectiveness (may include examples of where a similar system has worked effectively).             

Through many years of operations, coupled with independent research, TRTC has refined the air 
quality/odor control plan based upon the most effective products and has successfully implemented the 
plan into all stores. To this date, no odor complaints regarding TRTC’s commercial cannabis activities 
have been logged. However, Appendix #16 – Odor Control Plan shows a complaint and maintenance 
log LIV will utilize. LIV plans to use TRTC’s years of experience in odor control for the new business. 
Below is the Air Quality/Odor Control plan that has been effective in our Oakland location: 
 
LIV shall utilize a carbon filter to be equal to a  model DuraPure 111-800-001. 
The specifications of the filter are available in Appendix #17 – Odor Control Plan Specs. The use of the 
carbon filter will mitigate the odor as the air is exhausted to the outdoors.    

 
Indoor Air Quality: When possible and practical, LIV shall increase indoor air quality by 
reducing exposure to toxic chemicals and decrease concentration of toxins through 
ventilation and filtration by doing the following: 

• Use no-VOC paints on interior applications (<= 5 g/l). 

• Use low-VOC sealants and adhesives (<= 50 g/l). 

• Use composite wood with no added urea formaldehyde for counters and cabinets. 

• Use carpet certified by CRI Green Label program or eliminate use of carpet. 

• Vent kitchen range hoods to the outside (min 80% of units). 

• Install fan with humidistat sensor or timer in all bathrooms. 

• Install high efficiency HVAC filters (min. MERV 8) or provide ductless system. 

• Provide daylighting for 50% of occupied spaces. 

• The use of carbon filtration for all incoming and outgoing air. For more information 
please see our Odor Control section below. 

 
Odor Control: 
1.  Facility Odor Emissions Information 

• Negative air pressure system. The air system will create negative air pressure between 
the cannabis business’s interior and exterior so that the odors generated inside the 
cannabis business are not detectable on the outside of the cannabis business. 
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• Specific odor-emitting activity(ies): The location of possible odor emitting activities 
include the product destruction area, product sorting area, product acquisition, patient 
consultation rooms, buying area and cash safe. 

• Phases (timing, length, etc.) of odor-emitting activities: Potential odor emitting 
activities occur during normal business hours in the buying area. In addition, potential 
odor emitting storage of our product is limited due to the fact that all product is sealed 
in odor proof packaging. 

2.  Odor Mitigation Practices (all based on industry-specific best control technologies and best 
management practices) 

• Administrative Controls 
o Procedural activities: we always limit potential odor emission in the following 

manner: all areas that have potential odor emitting activities are exhausted 
through an air handling system that first contains then filters all odors though a 
carbon filtration process as detailed in our engineering control section below. 
All product is securely stored in its respective packaging and within odor 
preventing containers. The product in the buying area is stored either in its 
respective packaging to control odor or within designated sniff jar containers. 
Any odor emitted by this product in this area will be contained and filtered 
through our carbon filtration system in our engineering control section below. 

o Staff training procedures we contract with a maintenance specialist to perform 
the regularly scheduled maintenance of the HVAC unit including changing 
carbon filters to ensure zero emissions on site. The manager and assistant 
manager are required to keep the door to the product storage and handling 
rooms securely closed and locked at all times during regular business hours 
unless direct access is necessary. 

o Record keeping systems and forms: LIV shall keep an odor control plan 
maintenance log. 

• Engineering Controls Complaint tracking system: The manager of the facility is trained 
to respond to all odor complaints by first logging the odor complaint into a log that is 
kept at the facility and on file at all times. They will immediately contact the store 
manager who will ensure the HVAC specialist promptly responds and addresses the 
issue by checking all carbon filter systems are working accurately an  

anagement 
protocols and best management practices) 

• Acquire and maintain applicable Waste Management Permit. 

• All garbage and cannabis must be stored and secured in approved container and 
removed within 7 calendar days. 

• All cannabis waste rendered unusable and unrecognizable by incorporating at 
least 50 percent not-cannabis waste and documenting in track-and-track system 
as required.  

 

Section 4: Security Plan  
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Appendix #1 - Licenses 

California Licenses 

 

 

 

 

 

California Licenses  
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Nevada Licenses 
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Appendix #2 - Organizational Structure 
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Appendix #3 - Financial Plan 

Balance Sheets 
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Statements of Operations 
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Statements of Cash Flows 
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Appendix #4 - Proof of Capitalization 
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Appendix #5 – Proof of Liquid Assets 

Page 1 of 4 
Primary Account:  
Beginning December 1, 2018 - Ending December 31, 2018 

 21 TERRA TECH CORP 
2040 MAIN ST 
STE 225 
IRVINE CA 92614 

31 

Contacting Us 
Available by phone 24/7 

Your BBVA Compass Account(s)  Phone 1-800-266-7277 

Please see important message regarding your  Online bbvacompass.com 

 Write BBVA Compass 

Summary of Accounts 

Deposit Accounts/ Other Products 

 Customer Service 
P.O. Box 10566 
Birmingham, AL 35296 
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Appendix #6 – Product Destruction Log 

 

         *Follow the chart below for adjustment reasons and notes, Initial each note* 

Destruction/Adjustments Reason Notes 

Destroy Sniff Jar Waste Used for sniff jar 

Steams & Non-sellable Bulk Waste Non-sellable Bulk 

Monthly Recons Entry Error Recon - Date 

Entry Error Entry Error Description Needed 

Sales Error Entry Error Sales Error - Transaction # 

Adjust Bulk After Converting Scale Variance Allowable weight variance  

Adjust Bulk - End of Pound Drying Bulk Moisture Loss 

Expired Product Spoilage Expiration Date of Product 
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Appendix #7 -  State Testing Requirements 

 

 
 

 

Form: 002-5 
Certificate of Laboratory 
Testing Checklist 
 

Page 1  
of 2 
 

ITEM NAME/Unique 
Identifier 
 
NAME: 
____________________ 
UNIQUE ID: 
________________ 

Instructions:   
1) List item in the box to the left, along with the unique identifier. 

Fill out a separate checklist for each cannabis item tested.  

2) Circle the appropriate CANNABIS CATEGORY below. 
3) Match each test required to tests on the laboratory certificate 

of analysis, and indicate if the test was performed/passed.    
4) N/A = the test is not required for that product type. No 

information is required.   
 

CANNABIS CATEGORY: CIRCLE ONE 

Required Testing Inhalable Cannabis 

(eg., flower/bud) 

Inhalable Cannabis 
Products 

(eg., concentrates) 

Other Cannabis and 
Cannabis Products 
(edibles and topicals) 

Cannabinoids Testing TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

Moisture Content Testing TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 
 

N/A N/A 

Category II Residual Solvents and Processing 
Chemicals Testing N/A 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

Category I Residual Pesticides Testing TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

Microbial Impurities Testing (A. fumigatus, A. 
flavus, A. niger, A. terreus) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

N/A 

Microbial Impurities Testing (Escherichia coli and 
Salmonella spp.) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

Homogeneity Testing of Edible Cannabis 
Products N/A N/A 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

 

Required Testing Inhalable Cannabis 

(eg., flower/bud) 
 

Inhalable Cannabis 
Products 

(eg., concentrates) 

Other Cannabis and 
Cannabis Products 
(edibles and topicals) 
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Category I Residual Solvents and Processing 
Chemicals Testing N/A 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?        
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

Category II Residual Pesticides Testing TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

Foreign Material Testing TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?  
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

Terpenoids Testing TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

Mycotoxins Testing TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?        
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

Heavy Metals Testing TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

TEST PERFORMED?        
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

Water Activity Testing of Solid or Semi-
Solid Edibles 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 

N/A 

TEST PERFORMED?       
YES/NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
PASS/FAIL (CIRCLE ONE) 
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Appendix #8 -  Marketing Materials 
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Appendix #9 - Nonprofit Letter of Support 
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Appendix #10 – Security Business Letter of Support 
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Appendix #11 – Proof of Taxes 
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Appendix #16 - Odor Control Plan 
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